The United Stat'es ' st ro nges t commun i c a tion comes out of the barrel
of a g u n . Of t he diffe r ent wa y s of communica ting with the world,
this one has be com e cha r a ct e r is tic for the U.S.A.
A culture, l i k e a n i nd i vi du a l, communic a tes ma inly by deeds,
at t i tudes , exper ie n ces : by wha t it doe s to people, directly a nd
indi r e ctly. Word s se rve to e x pla in, ob s cure or a pologize for these more
basic messag e s .
At one ti me, with a lmo s t no s t a n d ing a rmy , a nd our g a tes opened
to t he poor a n d oppr esse d of t h e world, the United States communica t ed p eac e a nd op e nn ess . Th i s ba sic me s s a ge bec a me represented by the
Statu e of Lib erty a n d i ts lov e ly poem.
Toda y, the Unit ed St a te s s erves a s the world's l a rgest s a lesman
of a r ms and mun it ions . It is t h e one foreign power both fueling
a nd d i rectly p a rt i cipa t i n g in the expa nded civil wa r in Indochina.
It g ive s much of i t s forei g n a id in t he form of military help
t o othe r g ov e rnment s tha t it a pprove s , even though some a re very
oppre ssi v e . Int e rna lly, the United St a t es h a s a n a lmost massive traffic
in a r ms and explo si ve s , lega l a nd illega l. ' Extremists on both the right
a n d lef t a r e s tockp i ling we a pons. At home a nd over s eas, we have more
mon e y a nd pro duct i v i ty tied up in a rma ments a nd violence tha n we
ha ve in helping t h e poor a nd oppre s sed.
Th i s mes s a ge g ets t h rough. Th e t a lk a bout pe a cema king,
justice a nd concern for t h e dis a dvant ag ed contra dicts the ba sic mess a ge
of t he g un. Th e two mess ag e s together communica te confusion.
Young p e opl e espec ia lly le a rn to expect a dis-relation between word
a nd d e ed, ide a l s a n d a ctions , a nd wonder wha t sort of society they
a re l i ving i n.
We need to dist i nguish the f a ith a nd mission of Jesus Christ
from t h e policie s a nd a ttitudes of the United States~and every nation.
We a r e fir s t of a ll follower s of Christ, not supporter s of certain
policies, a nd not communists or f a scists either. It is the life,
b eliefs a nd event of Chri s t tha ·l provide our first touchstone
for d e ci si ons. He ca n work t h rough us, if we tra nsl a te the faith and
precept s of Chr i st i nto politic a l a n d economic action.
We need not a gree on politic a l pa rties to recognize that a society
where t he gun h a s repl ac ed the St a tue of Li b erty a s a key symbol
is a s ociety tha t requires some r a dic a l reforms. "Blessed are the
pe a cemak er s !" Nor do we need to a gree on p a rties in order to affirm
t ha t a s oc ie ty t h a t spends more on we a ponry tha n on relieving
its oppression of the poor is likewise a society tha t calls for
proph e tic cha nge. "For I wa s hungry, a nd you fed me."
We communica te wha t we a re. If we would communicate peace, then
we mus t le a rn to stop shooting a nd st a rt pra cticing pe a ce and
s a cr i f i c i ng for pe a ce. If we would communicate soci a l justice, then
we must s a crif i ce s ome of our a dva nt a ges a nd commit ourselves
t o the d evelopme nt of d i s a dva nt a ged peoples. Biblical theology tells us
this , a nd so do es his tory. He who h a s eyes to see, let him see~
a n d get on wit h i t.
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This month
With this issue on the mission study theme, "How the Word Gets
Around," we are pleased to bring you our first multi-media issue since
the merger of new and WORLD OUTLOOK. On page 49, you will find
our first record insert. It features various contemporary ways of presenting the Gospel in musical terms and a reading by the fine actress
Gloria Foster of a contemporary poem.
Beginning on page 27 you will find a removable insert for your
bulletin board or filing cabinet, listing some resources on the study
theme and offering some suggestions for discu,ssion groups or individuals.
In addition, we offer a number of approaches to the topic. To begin
with , there is a liturgy from an ecumenical center in New York's East
H arlem. Also, a look at evangelism today by a president of the World
Council of Churches. A matched set of articles, one pointing out some
of the perils of technology (including the mass media) ; the other, talking about ways in which the new media can lead us into insights about
the holy.
There is a picture feature showing some of the new ways of worship
and communication . Mrs. Dail tells us about one of these new methods
of communicating with one another--sensitivity training. This method
is currently very popular in some places; very suspect in others.
Three articles show some of the ways Christians are communicating
around the world today-by radio in Africa, by Christian literature,
and some of the people doing the communication.
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tionships, rather than searching for common

FOND OF NEW/ WORLD OUTLOOK

I am even more fond of new/WORLD OUTLOOK. To prove I read your issues from cover to
cover, I found the small print on page three of
the April issue asking for any reactions.
The fact we have made this joint effort with
the Commission on Ecumenical Mission and
Relations of the United Presbyterian Church.
U.S.A. to form this publication is a matter of
pride to me, for we realize strengths in international structures.
I get the feeling that you, like the women
who head our Women's Division, are on top of
everything and are willing to expose this
knowledge that must be done in spite of dark,
dismal days we are into within the Church.
I read these totally dark letters of horror you
do print from readers. I grope for the answer
to where we establish enlightenment for the
climate to "choose life." This is the strength I
find in new/WORLD OUTLOOK-that we do continue to boldly set forth the processes in some
instances, the goals in others-that are great
for their unorthodoxy.
I have just read and reread the Missiongram
-the storm called development. I believe this. I
am involved in development in relation to the
Women's Division and fortun ately get to participate in a development seminar at the United
Methodist Center for the United Nations in
ew York City in June.
I have been assigned the nation of Cuba for
the simulation game we shall be playing in the
seminar. You may well imagine that for me the
article, "Protestant Colonialism in the Spanish
Caribbean," has information and insights I
would have not have begun to know about. It
is very necessary for Protestantism to come to
grips with revolutionary forces in ferment in the
Third World.
If you are criticized for a publication that
makes one think, puzzle ("A Shoot Out of Dry
Ground" ) , argue, I congratulate you. I do not
believe that Christianity is dispensed like "pablum." I know we have an obligation to give
information on directives our Board of Missions
faces . The Church is in change and the fainthearted or Bint-hearted are just going to know
there are some revolutionaries "within."
I adore your last cover. Hmmm, all those
women in liberation!
MRs. MARION S. Moos
Edwall, Washington
FOUL PLAY

I am deeply disappointed in new/WORLD
OUTLOOK. I would like to read something other
than the Methodist mission . I am ecumenical
in my thinking, but there should be fair play.
MRS . KARL DICKERSON
Crawfordsville, Indiana
ENJOYED THE CONTE NTS

We have enjoyed the contents and appreciate
the new effort in joint dissemination of information.
llEv. fu cHARD L. WADDELL
Sacramento, California
BROADCASTER'S RECOMMENDATIO N

E very Sunday morning WDAF Radio Kansas
City, Missouri has an informative progr~m concerning interesting developments in the "World
of Religion" and I was much interested to hear
the broadcaster on that program highly recommend new/ WORLD OUTLOOK last Sunday morning as an up-to-date and very worthwhile
magazine.
MRS. ALICE P. BROWN
Atchison, Kansas

concerns.

NOT OVERLY IMPRESSED

am not overly impressed with your new
publishing venture. My reason for subscribing
to new was its new look in communication and
its multi-media approach . new/ WORLD OUTLOOK is just another magazine, and very Methodist at that.
REV . ROBERT W. BATTLES, JR .
Bridgehampton, New York
LIES ABOUT BRAZIL

If one tells lies that are big enough and repeats them enough, some people will believe a
part of it. The editorial, "Brazil-A Tortured
Land,'' in March, leads me to write this.
Leftist Rowan Catholics, notably Helder
Camara, have led in the campaign of slander
and defamation about Brazil. As happens in all
countries with governments which want to do
right, there have been cases of undue pressure
put on terrorists and others protecting them ,
but any torturing has been against the will of
the government. Of course you "socialists" do
not object to torturing and murder, and of tens
of millions of individuals, in Communist countries.
This government of Brazil is not a dictatorship. It is a democracy which has had to take
exceptional measures due to the war declared
against it by the relatively small number of
Brazilian and foreign Communists. Brazil is
winning its war in spite of the help its enemies
get from Kennedy, Helder Camara, and even
from some in the United Sta tes who call them selves Methodists.
The fact is that this is the best government
Brazil has had. The progress is so great it is
hard to evaluate. Students and laboring people
are quiet, not because of government repression,
but because the great majority are contented
with the government. The mild censorship that
is in force lets the papers and magazines criticize the government and I constantly read
criticisms, but the praise is general. I have
heard nobody criticize President Medici.
J ALMAR BOWDEN
Sao Paulo, Brazil

How about some respect, acceptance, approval of the unique contribution these people
make (as do all humans)? If they are misled
let's approach them rationally and with genuin~
love and concern, not childish ridicule!
MRS. DONELLA SIKTBERG
Oak Bluffs, Massachusetts
SUPERFICIAL STATUS SYMBOL

What does the new "Noble Mobile Missionary" expect to really accomplish, in the long
run, and in his Streamline Trailer, for the spiritual uplift of the people with whom he intends
to work and for his own world view? To frustrate fru strated and poor people even more, just
bring nearer to them what they can never hope
to attain and some of what we take for granted.
Let us not talk about influencing "levels of
society,'' but influencing hearts, minds, and
souls, created and loved, each one, by one God.
Let us not talk about influencing hearts, minds
and souls by a superficial social status symbol,
but by examl?le.
And if a missionary is ashamed of entertaining an important person in a humble thatched
hut, he needs the example of Jesus, who never
even had a house of his own in which to
"entertain" people. Our Lord and Savior had
few precious moments to entertain. He cared
deeply enough about mankind to preach and
teach in the streets.
ANCY IGGE
Buffalo, New York
GOAL : ZERO POPULATION GROWTH

At the beginning of your April issue you
state your emphasis is global and you look at
some new trends and opportunities in the
Church around the world . Yet no article mentions the problems of overpopulation o,r ecology.
The Church has a golden opportunity to be a
leader in emphasizing birth control and the
pressing need for a Zero Population Growth.
The Church can't wait around one hundred
years as it did on the race problem before speaking out and our greatest advocate could be the
press. Remember, "Whatever your cause, it's
a lost cause unless we control popu lation."
MRS. JANI.EE HARMAN
Lexington, Kentucky
Editors' note : See "The Pill : An Instrument
in Mission" by Jessma 0 . Blockwick in February.

UNHAPPY WITH EDITORIAL

I react rather violently to editorials like "The
New Mobile Missionary" in April.
I do not take issue with the production of
and/ or publicity printed to promote sale of the
"Streamline Trailer" built by the Moody Institute of Science. This sort of thing speaks
quite well for the kind of missionary work this
group does . And I don't think anyone can say
they are complete fa ilures. It's a matter of goals
and perspective.
However, I am very unhappy with the kind
of cynical display I see in this article. What do
you intend to accomplish? You appear to be
venting some deep-rooted feeling about these
people. Perhaps you are saying that this Hilton
Hotel on wheels, tied predictably so, to the
Bible, says something about the Moody Missionary.
Everyone knows we differ greatly from this
school of thought. I don't think this makes us
any more Christian than they. In fact, your editorial makes me feel we Methodists are less so
- for I consider it very poor taste and the kind
of thing which causes deepening rifts in rela-

MISREPRESENTATION OF KOREA

The late Dr. Helen Kim would have been
cheered by the headline "Korea Mission Success Story" (April, page 12). But she would
have been disheartened by what follows. In fact
she would probably have looked at the title
again, noted the quotation marks for the world
"success" and wondered just how much was
sarcasm. There is so much misrepresentation.
The Youth Task Force quotation is so far
from the true facts that one wonders at the
ignorance of the editorial staff permitting it
even being mentioned .
either Dr. Kim nor anyone else who knows
Korea would accept the 5tatement, "Anti-communism reaches fanatical proportions."
Dr. Helen Kim once said "The Communists
broke every one of the ten commandments, but
they never broke tl1e Korean spirit." What does
threaten the Korean spirit is the American
Christian so ignorant of what Communists do
to a land they capture tlrnt he can call it fanatical to be anti-communist.
REV. CHARLES A. SAUER
Ashley, Ohio
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Does the Word Get Around?

Ji
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This issue of this magazine is devoted
to contemporary ways of communicating
the gospel. It is customary in these presentations these days to examine at
length such subjects as communications
theory, the mass media, etc. We have
treated these subjects (without much of
the usual jargon, we hope) but we would
also like to insert here a cautionary note.
There is a hidden tendency in much
talk about "communicating" the gospel
to assume that the Word of God is an
inert substance like tooth paste that we
must somehow package better in order
to make it more immediately available
and palatable to more and more people.
The line between "preaching" the
Word and using it for our own purposes
has always been a thin one; the distinction-is probably even more difficult today
when society is undergoing deep transformations in the ways it apprehends and
understands reality.
These are difficult and bloody times.
In the words of W. B. Yeats, "the b est
lack all conviction; while the worst are
full of passionate intensity." That quotation is from a poem entitled "The Second
Coming." As this is written, Billy Graham
has just joined poet Yeats in proclaiming
the imminence of that event.
Unfortunately, as the earl y disciples
discovered, we cannot live as if we were
assured of the Second Coming in our
life-time. God does not let us off the
hook so easily.
In short, we live between the times,
uncomfortable as that may be. It is particularly uncomfortable to discern \.vith
any finality the will of God. We are all a
bit like the High Priest who entered the
Holy of Holies with a rope around his
waist so that his body could be dragged
out if God struck him dead.
For what we are dealing with is the
Word of the living God. Such a dangerous commodity it is tempting to leave to
the ideologues of right and left, who are
so sure they know the answers.
Why should we have to worry what
God is saying to us through the Vietnamese, the Black Panthers, the poor, the
angry, the tormented?

Well, as our Lord reminds us, we do
not have that option. We are the ones
under judgment. For we, poor, pitiful
creatures, are how the Word gets around.

Cambodia, the U.N. Charter,
and the Constitution
In a statement signed by numerous religious leaders, including the Stated
Clerk of the United Presbyterian Church,
William P. Thompson, and the fresident
of the United Methodist Counci of Bishops, John Wesley Lord, church members
have been urged to ponder a number of
questions: "Have we understood that
an Asian death is the same as an American death? When will enough human
beings see throu gh to the human beings
on the other side to demand that this
suffering stop? Have we become inextricably involved in this war? Have uncontrollable forces been unleashed?" The
statement notes the necessity of Congress
assuming "its clearly defined constitutional responsibility for the 'making' and
'ending' of wars." "Those who appeal
to national greatness," the statement
said, "should be reminded that greatness
may now best be shown by restraint and
the willingness to admit error in national policy."
Even if it is conceded that the President's gamble to invade Cambodia and
destroy Communist sanctuaries meets
with some military success, the price
which the nation must pay is a weekly
casualty toll back up to the 200 level,
the responsibility for the extension of
death and destruction to the fourth country of Indochina, and the needless deaths
of four college students in Ohio ( the
deaths in Jackson and Augusta were not
directly related to the war ). Millions of
rounds of Communist ammunition and
thousands of "freshly laundered [VietCong] uniforms" ( as Vice-President
Agnew said ) will "prove" our success
and the wisdom of our government.
Meanwhile, the nations of the world will
wonder which country America will
choose to "save" next. ·The United Nations will wonder if America's signature
to the U.N. Charter has any credibility
remammg. And concerned Americans
will wonder what the outcome will be
of the Constitutional issue raised by the
Cambodian invasion .
After the Cambodia decision, the commitment of America to the United Na-

tions is more doubtful than ever. Article
two of the Charter, to which the U.S. is
pledged, says clearly: "All Members shall
refrain in their international relations
from the threat or use of fo rce against
the territorial integrity or political independence of any state." Has not America
joined certain other nations in paying
only lip-service to this world treaty?
Also at issue after Cambodia are two
articles of the Constitution. The one is
Article I, Section 8, which says in part :
"The Congress shall have power . .. to
declare war. . . ." The other is Article
II, Section 2: "The president shall be
commander in chief of the army and
navy of the United States ... ." President
Nixon, like his predecessor, has justified
his escalation of the war under his broadly defined powers as Commander in
Chief, his major reason being the "protection" of American soldiers in Vietnam. o one doubts that the broadest
possible interpretation should be given
the powers of the President in the protection of American lives. That is not the
issue. What is at issue is which branch
of government has the power to say
when American lives shall be given.
In the division of powers written into
the Constitution the power to declare
war was ves ted solely in the elected representatives of the people. It may be that
declarations of war have gone out of
style, but this does not relieve the Congress of its responsibility. Otherwise, a
President could initiate a war anywhere
he wished with impunity-for four years.
That is, of course, an absurdity which is
supposed to take place only in dictatorships and not in democracies where
public opinion matters and is, in the
United tates, registered every two yea rs
at the ballot. Yet the burden of proof,
after the Cambodian decision, is on the
President to show that we are not approaching that absurdity and the powers
of Congress are not being sidestepped.
The McGovern-Hatfield and CooperChurch amendments represent a significant step in Congress to restore the Constitutional balance of power.
These issues would not be the crises
they are for Mr. Nixon and the United
States ( not to mention all the countries
directly affected by our role in the world )
if we had learned to "see through to the
human beings on the other side" and
had been willing to admit even the possibility of "error in national policy."
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Everything turns to vineyard,
grape,
ripened in his sentient South.

to

ALL: There! I am putting my words into
your mouth.
FIRST READING

Not mould in the vaults of kings
gives the lie to his praising, nor
that a shadow falls from the gods.
He is one of the stoying messengers,
who still holds far into the doors of
the dead
bowls with fruits worthy of praise .
1 LEADER: This the message as you heard
' it from the beginning, that we were
to love one another.
: ALL : This has taught us lovethat he gave up his life for us;
and we, too, ought to give up our
lives for our brothers .
(Confession of sin)
: LEADER : The people that walked in
darkness

l ALL : has seen a great light;
on those who live in a land of deep
shadow
a light has shone.
For there is a child born for us,
a son is given to us
and dominion is laid on his shoulders;
and this is the name they give him :
Wonderful-Counselor, Mighty-God,
Eternal -Father, Prince-of-Peace.
Wide is his dominion.
From this time onwards and for ever,
the jealous love of Yahweh Sabaoth
will do this.
FIRST READER : The word of Yahweh
was addressed to me, saying,
ALL : Before I formed you in the womb I
knew you;
before you came to birth I consecrated you ;
have appointed you as prophet to
the nations.
READER : I said, Ah, Lord, Yahweh;
look, I do not know how to speak :
am a child .
ALL: But Yahweh replied,
Do not say, "I am a child,"
Go now to those to whom I send you
and say whatever I command you .
READER: Then Yahweh put out his
hand and touched my mouth and said
to me :

ALL: He came to Nazareth, where he
had been brought up, and went into
the synagogue on the sabbath day as
he usually did. He stood up to read,
and they handed him the scroll of the
prophet Isaiah. Unrolling the scroll he
found the place where it is written:

readiness to corrode, to wither, to cut
down, speak again your commanding
words which express the supreme
mystery of faith: This is My Blood.
ALL : YES YES YES
LEADER : Look, I've been calling the
lover.
Eat, friends, and drink,
drink deep, my dearest friends.
COMMUNION

SECOND READER : The spirit of the
lord has been given to me, for he
has anointed me.
He has sent me to bring the good
news to the poor,
to proclaim liberty to captives
and to the blind new sight,
to set the downtrodden free,
to proclaim the lord's year of favour.
SECOND READING

LEADER : Then I saw a new heaven and
a new earth;
ALL : I saw the holy city, new Jerusalem,
coming down from God out of heaven,
as beautiful as a bride dressed for
her husband .
LEADER : Then I heard a loud voice call
from the throne, You see this city?
Here God lives with men.

MEDITATION ON THE WORD
DISCUSSION
PRAYERS AND CONCERNS
LEADER : Jesus came in and stood
among them . He said to them, Peace
be with you, and he showed them his
hands and his side .
ALL: The disciples were filled with joy
when they saw the Lord, and he said
to them again, "Peace be with you ."
KISS OF PEACE
LEADER : Jesus said : Say this when you
pray : THE LORD'S PRAYER
ALL : Praise be to you Lord for Brother
Wind and for air and for the cloud,
for clear sky and all weathers,
by which you give nourishment to all
your creatures.
Praise be to you Lord for Sister
Water; she is most useful and
humble, precious and pure . Praise
to the Lord for Mother Earth.

ALL: He will make his home among
them; they shall be his people and he
will be their God. His name is Godwith-them .
LEADER : He will wipe away all tears
from their eyes; there will be no more
death, and no more mourning or sadness. The world of the past has gone.
ALL : Now I am making the whole of
creation new.
LEADER : Then let all who are thirsty
come : all who want to may have the
water of life, and have it free .
ALL: Amen . Come, Lord Jesus!
LEADER: It all happened while we stood
there talking, and it is still going on .

•

This liturgy, printed here in condensed form ,
wos prepared by Rev. Richard Monn for use at
Emmaus House, on ecumenical center of reconciliation and hospital ity in East Harlem in New
York City. It ut ilizes references to o number of
contemporary persons (the first line is a quote
from Dorothy Doy, of the Catholic Worker Movement ) and literary works. We hove left the
choice of readings to any of our readers who may
wish to use the liturgy ; in the original form ,
they were from " Waiting on God" by Simone
Weil.

LEADER : Over every living thing which
is to spring up, to grow, to flower,
to ripen during this day say again the
words : This is my Body . And over
every death-force which waits in ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
(2671 .
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technology's
challenge
to

The New Left philosopher, Herbert
Marcuse, claims that mass media build
up "an oven¥helming need for the production and consumption of waste." We
have only to compare the new car ads
each yea r with the acres of rusting and
cannibalized autos that grace our countrysides to recognize the element of
truth· in this charge.
Technology's Challenge to Freedom
But while the media are building up
the need for production and consumption, they are also fostering a conviction
that man within his production-consumption complex is free-that he enjoys "free
competition at administered prices, a
free press that censors itself, free choice
between brands and gadgets ." But free
selection of a wide ran ge of goods and
services does not signify genuine freedom, particularly if the desire for these
goods and services tends merely to foster
more frantic work, more compulsive buying, more fea r and self-doubt. In this
context, free selection tends to create and
sustain alienation. Ever-increasing production by men and women driven to
ever more consumption does not testify
to their autonomy, but merely to the
power and effectiveness of the controls
exerted through the mass media of communication.
Let us be clear that this condition is
not the result of a plot on the part of a
few sinister men. Jacques Ellul in his
analysis of propaganda has shown that
the outpouring of the mass media is
simply a part of a technological society,
which requires both mass production and
mass consumption to keep it going. Nor is
this condition caused by the "subversive"
influence of radio, television and magazines. The preconditioning of man is a
circular and continuous process. It begins with the earliest experience in the
home when Santa Claus brings more
goodies than any child could possibly
8
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want or use. It is developed in schools
that train more with an eye to the child's
eventual productiveness than his understanding of the meaning and value of
life. It comes full blown when the average American teen-ager has more disposable income to spend than any other
age group in society. The media reflect
and reinforce the cycle; they do not
create it. Nevertheless, the characteristic
of this cycle is to reduce men to subjects
of production and objects of consumption, that is, to drastically limit their freedom.
For man to be free, he must experience
and maintain inner freedom, that private
psychological space in which man may
become and remain "himself." Our technological society-of which the mass
media are spokesmen-has invaded and
whittled down this private space. Mass
production and mass distribution claim
the entire individual. For example, in a
large new plant in Virginia, which produces color television sets, management
does not provide its several thousand
workers ( including management ) time
and facilities for eating; they are expected to munch at their machines,
drawing boards and desks.
Even during "free" time, the mass
media are expected and able to fill every
crack and void. The subway and bus
commuter is confronted with challenges
to his virility, health and security. Radio
goes wherever man goes, except perhaps
under wa ter. At home, on the way to and
from work, at play-the mass media
reach out to man to insure that he stays
plugged into the demands of the technological system.
The mass media not only try to lock
man into the system; they also try to
make him believe in it as the utimate
good. The goods and services presented
offer a life fa r better than was known in
the past; therefore, the process by which
they come about must be good-and

every negative thou ght that comes from
critical reasoning must be false. Given
this diabolical logic, every challenge to
the technological society and its mass
communication becomes suspect, or even
unthinkable. Once this happens, men
are locked into the system and its expressions, and of their own free will they
begin to restrict their own freedom. The
freedom to criticize, the freedom to propose totally different systems, the freedom to not participate-all are given up
for the sake of the goods and services,
which in tum serve ultimately not the
individual, but the system.
The Subversion of Reason
In content, the mass media's most
dangerous quality is the ability to subvert man's reason. There are two explanations. First, to reach and hold an audience the media must essentially entertain
people, which requires entertainment on
as broad and common a level as possible. Prime-time television fare makes
this point obvious. The same, however, is
true essentiall y of all mass media, including newspapers and magazines, which
we tend to think of as "educational."
With few exceptions, newspapers have
the same entertainment function as TV;
the difference is in degree, not in kind.
Since the beginning of modem newspapers as we know them, the most successful have been those that devote most
of their pages to "human interest" rather
than genuine news and analysis.
The second reason why mass media
systematically subvert man's reason is
their out-and-out selling fun ction. With
few exceptions, selling is an appeal more
to emotion than to reason. A.T.&T.,
Polaroid and Coke have TV commercials
feat uring happy children, dogs and other
"good things" because they want you to
have a good feeling about their enormous
companies. Items where there are practically no differences between brands

W ILLIAM F. FO RE
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tend to require the highest emotional
responses. This is why soap, beer, gasoline and cigarette ads are among the
most insistent in their nonrational "contests" between brands and their appeals
to sex, popularity and success.
The tendency to blunt reason has a
more sinister effect than merely selling things to people that they don't want
to buy. It also obscures the individual's
recognition that the whole system tends
to repress his freedom by limiting his
real choices and by invading the inner
space where he maintains his own sense
of personal identity and integrity.
The Word and Freedom
A central element in this technology,
embodying much of both its power and
its danger, is the word. Let us view the
potential of words in the Christian context, and then observe how words have
actually been used in communication
via the mass media.
In the ancient world the word possessed qualities and power peculiar to
the preliterate and semiliterate societies.
In Egypt, the word was considered the
instrument by which the god Thoth
created the world. In more primitive societies, words invoked powerful curses
and spells, which were related to the
powers of the gods. Magical spells were
possible only through certain incantations of the priests. In many instances
the words themselves took on a life of
their own, so that the saying of them
could somehow conjure disaster or good
fortune for the person who spoke them.
In ancient Israel, the word was related
to the cosmic will of Yahweh. It was seen
in the Old Testament,, however, as a
clear declaration of the will of God,
rather than a medium of magic in which
the meaning was concealed from man.
Thus the priestly version of the Creation
(Genesis l :l-2e) describes the way the
cosmos is brought into being and ordered
by the Word of God."And God said ..."
is the very act of creation itself. The
same idea is celebrated throughout the
Psalms : "By the word of the Lord the
heavens were made, and all their host
by the breath of his mouth" (Psalms
33:6) . The Ten Commandments are
given the title "the ten words.'' In this
strand of the biblical tradition, there is
a tendency to give the Word a life all its
own again, and the Law began to take
on magical qualities as it became rigidi.6ed.
The prophetic word broke into this
static tradition by providing particular
proclamations of the Word of God for
particular situations. The prophets discovered in the Word a power that over10
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came all political and military force. The
pen was recognized as mightier than the
sword Jong before Western culture flourished. Isaiah saw God hurling a word
against Israel like a weapon (Isaiah 9: 7) ,
and Jeremiah was called to his prophetic
role by God putting his word in his
mouth. Second Isaiah saw the Word of
God going forth like seed or bread or
water, to establish God's purposes by
creating new things ( Isaiah 55: 10-11 ) .
In the New Testament, the Word is
linked with the Spirit of God. In the
Gospel of John, the Word is not only associated with the creation of the world
but is also directly related to a personJesus the Christ. The Word became flesh.
Here the Old Testament conception of
the Word with its insistence on historical
relevancy is connected to the historical
person in whom we see God. Linking the
Word with the Spirit of God preserved
its living dynamic.
Yet throughout history, words have
not only helped to preserve and communicate the dynamics of life; they have
also impeded communication and contributed to separation. On the one hand,
we depend on words for thinking and
talking; thus words are necessary vehicles to bring us and keep us together.
On the other hand, words can tend to
separate persons, ideas and events from
one another. When an event is set down
in writing it is preserved for historyyet it has lost much of the vital dynamic
of the event itself. When a person's actions do not validate his words, the words
begin to lose their efficacy.
Marshall McLuhan makes a significant
contribution to our understanding of
word when he insists that by ordering
words in logical, sequential sentences,
we begin to destroy our involvement in
life processes, which are neither logical
nor step by step. Thus it is that we lose
the efficacy of words when we first write
them down, and further injure them
when we learn how to duplicate and distribute them rapidly through the printed
page. The farther they get from people
in real-life situations, the "cheaper" they
become.
In addition, words have a way of controlling our thought patterns. As an exercise, close your eyes and try to "think"
about something without using words "in
your mind." It is not easy. We think not
only in words but in sentences, and thus
words and grammar become part of the
way we think. The purveyors of mass
information have thoroughly mined the
possibilities. Commentators, politicians,
headline writers and editors have discovered the remarkable ability of certain
words and slogans to convey far more

than what they objectively mean.
For example, when contrasting the
Western bloc of nations with the Eastern bloc, newswriters use the term "the
free world." We do not deny the superiority of the political systems that
characterize the Western bloc over those
of the Eastern, but this is not the point.
The real danger is in the black-white,
good-bad image that "the free world"
slogan conjures in our mind, as though
we were totally free and they were totally
enslaved.
The same tactic is, of course, used
within the Soviet sphere, but the difference is that we more easily recognize
their slogans as dangerous and silly. The
Russian news agency Tass always characterizes East Germany as "the People's
Republic of Germany," and "People's
Republic" is also used for North Vietnam, North Korea and China. Terms
such as "Western lackies," "dupes of
Wall Street," "capitalist war-mongers"
and "fascist imperialists" are almost
laughable to us, but are no less dangerous than our own use of "Comsymp,"
"Reds," "dupe of the Communists" and
"behind the iron curtain." In fact, we
are victimized continually in the news
media by a shorthand that tends to compress complex and interrelated groupings
into a single, standardized and distorted
image: "the Pentagon," "the White
House," "the Kremlin," "Peking," Sosialists," "Communists," "American." All
tend to deny the diversity and nuance of
the real-life situation and to create a
habit of reasoning that operates in an
unreal way.
The Bible presents us with man who
is neither all good nor all bad; the same
is true of nations. But the all good-all
bad, which we laugh at and enjoy when
we easily recognize it in the TV Western, is subtly at work in mass media
news, and is not so easily recognizable.
When used this way, words begin to
lose their meaning. This happened long
ago to "colossal," "gigantic" and "epic"
as Hollywood overworked them. (By
the way, what is meant here by "Hollywood"?) The words become bankrupt,
devoid of meaning and currency. Complicated concepts that comprehend many
facts become difficult or impossible to express. The nuances of a political situation, the shades and gradations of right
and wrong, are bereft of any legitimate
words to express them. Thus, to some extent the shorthand of the news media
has reduced our chances of comprehending the news, the ads militate against
understanding of what is being advertised, and "camp" has made the difference between reality and parodies of
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reatity difficult to discern.
The rapid development of new slang
and colloquial speech since World War
II is a reaction against verbal bankruptcy. A few years ago sociologists were
predicting that the influence of "broadcast English" on radio and TV would do
away with regional accents and speech
mannerisms. Now the reverse seems to
be true.
ew speech mannerisms, no
longer regional but related to age, vocation and point of view, seem to be dominating our language. Marcuse points out
that people today assert their humanity
by calling things by pet names: "head
shrinker," "egghead," "boob tube" and
"think tank." Magazines carry full-page
glossaries of the "hippie language."
Madison Avenue sports a language all its
own. Neither the hippie-yippie community nor the scientific community can
truly communicate with the "outside"
world any longer. Adults are worried that
"Mary Jane" and the "Yellow Submarine"
may refer to narcotics, and try to guess
what other unknowns may be hidden in
the mysterious language of pop recordings.
Bureaucracy has its special language,
too. Its style is perhaps best illustrated
by The Report from Iron Mountain, in
which presuppositions are hidden by a
thuddingly dull prose and meanings are
obscured by the current OK jargon. Such
bureaucratese turns out words the way a

bottling machine turns out Coke-mechanically, repetitiously and invariably
with as little differentiation. as possible.
In the language of politics, everyone
understands that each word has a meaning altogether different from its dictionary meaning, yet everyone is expected to
react to the word as though it meant
what it said. This explains in part President Johnson's famous "credibility gap."
When he said he would negotiate with
Hanoi "at any time, at any place," the
public misunderstood and took the words
literally.
Marcuse points out that "personalized"
language such as "your comer drugstore," "your newspaper," "your congressman" tends to falsify the relationship of
an individual to others. ( It's not my
newspaper, and he isn't my congressman.) Also, abbreviations tend to take
the reality and palpability out of today's
monstrous organizations. It is much
easier to deal with the A & P than the
Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company;
it is easier for us to understand our government's dealing with NATO than with
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization,
a title that carries with it ominous overtones about international agreements in
case of war. The AEC becomes just another agency rather than something having to do with atomic energy; the U abbreviation conceals too much emphasis
on "united"; the long and difficult his-

tory of negotiations among church
bodies is neatly obscured by reference to
to the UCC's, the UP's and the UM's.
One of man's greatest gifts is his ability
to discriminate, to separate issues so as
to fully understand them, to distinguish
between various graduations of right
and wrong, good and bad. Yet the styles
of language shown here militate against
this very differentiation, separation and
distinction. By imposing gross images,
words can make distinctions disappear.
By bankrupting words, man leaves himself without critical tools. The imposition
of the cliche image drains him of the
use of his intellect. His only defense is
awareness of the process by which his
freedom is endangered, so that he can
apply his critical abilities to make ever
more precise discriminations about the
nature of the world in which he lives,
and thus move with more freedom within perspectives and alternatives to discover God's Word in the world. •
This exa.mi11atio11 of some of the problems
relating to th e mass media is taken from
Image and Impact. How Man Comes
Through in the Mass Media. (Friendship
Press), one of the resource books for the
study them e, "How the Word Gets Around."
Mr. Fore is executive directo r of the Broadcasting and Film Commission of the National Council of Churches.
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rt still happens
John Coventry Smith
IN the 1950's, Christian churches in the
U.S.A. rode a sustained boom. Church
membership grew at a faster rate than
the population. New churches sprang up
in the suburbs, and in most communities
church-going was "the thing to do." We
boasted that the U .S.A. had a higher
percentage of religious affiliation than
any other country in the world.
The 1960's brought a change. In many
churches the increase in membership
slowed down and became a decrease.
The development of new churches
dwindled. Financial giving leveled off,
and fell below the increased cost of program. Today the place of the church is
challenged by minority groups and by
youth. Many members complain about
positions the church has taken on social
issues, and it has become popular to
criticize the church. All this is hard on
the morale of laymen and clergy alike.
We may ask ourselves: "Has the 'Good
News' really gone out of date?" I say No,
and say so as one who believes that the
enlistment of men and women as followers of Jesus Christ is supremely important.

The Larger Picture
First of all, we find many other parts
of the world where church decline is not
happening. We in the U.S.A. are tempted
to take our sense of direction from the
experience of our own country. But
America is not the world, and Christians
in America belong to a world Christian
community.
While secularization and technology
have often been cited as a major reason
for the decline of religious interest in the
West, it is informative to discover that
these provide one major reason for the
advance of Christian membership in
other areas; for instance, by 46 percent
in Indonesia in six years, by 150 percent
in South Korea in twelve years, and at a
small but solid pace in Japan. In Africa
south of the Sahara, Christianity grows
at more than doub le the population rate.
New careful estimates indicate that
Christian affiliation has doubled between
1950 and 1965 ( 34 to 75 million ), and
has increased another 23 million in the
past five years.
Various factors, of course, have influenced these membership gains. But a

Secularization has probably contributed to the decline of Christian affiliation in th e
West. But in other areas- Japan, Indonesia, Korea and large sections of Africasecularization actually contributes heavily to th e rise of Christian affiliation.
Animism and other traditional religions seem unable to cope, in positive ways, with
the technology and abstractions of secular society . Christianity is pro oiding the
freedom to change and live affirmatively in increasingly secular societies.

major reason is that persons in these
areas are finding their form er religions
inadequate in a secular world.
They find in the Christian faith freedom to change and to meet new situations. At present, at least, they are turning to this new faith in increasing numbers.
Yet it has never been easy for any
generation of people to enlist followers
of Jesus of Nazareth. Paul described His
message as a scandal. He discovered
that the Greek and Roman world found
it difficult to believe that the mystery of
God was revealed in a wandering
TEACHER from Galilee who was crucified as a REBEL by the Romans in Jerusalem. New concepts and symbols were
needed to express the message.
We find other critical times in the history of the Christian faith. The sixteenth
century was such a time, perhaps one
that was most like our own. The climate
of the Middle Ages was changing.
Studies of Greek philosophy and culture
had stimulated thoughtful people. Its old
answers were not adequate for people
with new questions. More than that, the
church had covered up the person of her
Lord so well that he could scarcely be
perceived . It took the radical change of
the Reform ation and the Counter-Reformation to restore a measure of relevancy
to the Christian fa ith.
We are again at the end of an era in
human history where the Christian community faces radical change. Old forms
of organization and program are inadequate. They no longer communicate the
Good News to this generation. Could it
be that the decline of church membership in the West is not the decline of
Christian fa ith, but the rejection of the
form it has taken, a form now rigid and
resisting change? Protestants often criticize the Roman Catholic Church for being frozen into the form it took in the
third century. We welcome the struggle
it is making to break out of that form .
We do not realize that the form of ProtDr. Smith is a President uf the World
Council of Churches and General Secretary
of the Commissio1i on Ecumenical Mission
and Relations of the United Presbyterian
Church, USA. T his article is adapted from
a paper on evangelism which originally appeared in Monday Morning.
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estant churches comes to us from the
sixteenth century and can be just as
resistant to change. It can become so
much a part of the status quo that it
stifles freedom and is especially subject
to God's judgment in a time of change.
In other words, a traditional, fixed form
of Christianity can be just as hampering
to the American who faces change as
animism is to the African. The freedom
that we find in relationship to Jesus
Christ is the liberating factor m both
cases.
Jesus and His Disciples
I am convinced that we must begin
afresh where every generation of Christians has begun, by seeking to know and
understand Jesus of Nazareth. Our
church institutions and our theological
formulations have hidden him from this
generation. We may not intend to, but
we sound like we believed in these institutions of "church" and "Christianity"
rather than in Jesus Christ. I am convinced that Jesus himself would reject
some of our Christian institutions. Louis
Cassels has a new book called, The Real
Jesus, in which he says, "One of the
greatest ironies of our times is the fact

feared and hated. After his first sermon
in his home town, the people were
amazed at what he said-and some
wanted to throw him over a cliff to kill
him. The events that followed in his brief
ministry show that what he said and did
stemmed from the best of the Old Testament prophets, and challenged the
priests and other religious leaders of Israel. He associated with those who were
rejected by the established authorities.
He asserted that love of neighbor was
more important than worship at the
temple, that healing a crippled man and
feeding hungry disciples were more important than keeping the letter of the
Sabbath law. He taught that the Kingdom of Heaven begins here and now,
and only God can complete it.
As long as the people were peaceful,
the religious establishment of Israel was
secure and had the firm support of the
Roman political establishment. But when
crowds applauded the young rabbi who
rebuked the priests, he threatened their
security. And if they could not control
the people, then Rome was in trouble.
Thus, the priests were right when they
said to Pilate : "If you let this man go,
you are no friend to Caesar." Jesus knew

"I am convinced that we must begin afresh where every generation of Christians
has begun, by seeking to know and understand Jesus of Na zareth." In this picture,
the young Christ is "telling it like it is" to some of the men of the temple. From a
painting by an artist of India.

that many youthful rebels are rejecting
Christianity because the only version
they have encountered is repugnant to
values which they unwittingly have taken
from the teaching and example of Jesus."
Let us look briefly at this man Jesus.
He was particularly sensitive to both
human need and the life of the spirit. He
was soon widely acclaimed and also
14
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that if he continued his ministry, he
would be killed. And if he was to die,
then he must not die in some obscure
part of Galilee where the event would
not be known or understood. He deliberately chose to go to Jerusalem at the time
of the fes tival. If he died there, the circumstances would eventually be known
and understood.

His coming to Jerusalem challenged
the city, both the religious leaders and
Pilate. His choice of a colt to ride into
the capital supported that challenge. It
symbolized the promised religious savior
of Israel, and was also the way that
Solomon had come to claim his kingdom.
Jesus went to the temple, drove out the
people who changed money and sold
sacrificial animals, and threw their tables
on the Boor. One writer records that
from that hour some of the most important people in Jerusalem joined the
priests in planning to kill him. They succeeded, and he died a martyr to his faith.
The disciples had seen him as more
than this. He ministered to the sick and
hungry, and also forgave sins and gave
new life to the sick and hungry. These
were not separate ministries-healing,
education, challenges to established authority and evangelism. These things
sometimes happened all together, at the
same time and place. For Jesus there was
no separation of the physical and spiritual. It was all of one piece.
From the first, Jesus had called some
to follow him. It turned out this was not
just that they might be his friends for
awhile. This was for life and became
their deepest commitment. They were to
be like him in the things that they
taught and did. They were to minister to
the poor and to resist human interference
even if it meant that they also were to
die. They were to be the first fruits of
the Kingdom which he came to establish.
And the disciples were to invite others
to join them in following their master.
This was an integral part of their training. They had discovered that the
mystery of God was in Jesus who was
the Christ, that when they saw him they
saw God! And they believed his suffering expressed, "a truth which remains
beyond the reach of all theory in the
depths of God's love for man," and so
they hastened to tell others about him.
Their knowledge that after his death he
had risen and was still alive gave impetus
to their mission. They became ~itnesses
to the Good News that even death had
not defeated him. They began to invite
the whole world to follow him and to live
in his Kingdom.
Commitment and New Forms
In our time, we who seek to follow
Jesus Christ are also "disciples." We are
called to be like him in all that we do,
and we are to share our faith with others.
For we are a people who believe that the
decision to receive or refus e life from
Christ is a matter of life and death.
And we do relatively little about it. I am
not speaking about church membership;
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"A traditional, fixed form of Christianity
can be just as hampering to th e American
w ho fac es change as animism is to the
African. Th e freedom that we find in relatio11Ship to Jesus Christ is the liberating
factor in both cases."
This photo shows an economist from
India, Ronnie Sequiera, giving an interpretation of th e Lord's Prayer. Mr .
Sequiera leads a school of liturg y in Holland. Groups of Christians here, and in
many parts of the world, are experimenting with new forms of w orship.

that' can be something different. I am
talking about challenging people to become followers of Jesus of Nazareth.
This we tend to neglect.
Such evangelism has never been easy.
Yet Jesus prepared his disciples for times
of defeat. Evangelism can also be embarrassing. It has been done badly and
arrogantly, and so we avoid it. We hesitate to speak of spiritual things lest we
sound pious. And so we evade the issue
by silence. We excuse ourselves by saying that in our day action is so important
that words are not needed, that this is a
day when the Christian must be "inarticulate," as though defeat and resignation were the new form of mission to
which we are called. Also, in some cases,
our reluctance stems from doubt that the
Christian faith is that important. Certainly we cannot communicate a faith we
do not have.
Yet shorn of all the accretions we have
aslded across the centuries, the person of
Jesus still claims the attention of people
and challenges them.
I know an American woman who lives
in a communist country and is part of
the Christian community there. In 1969
they had an emphasis on evangelism.
They knew they could not hold large
meetings and invite the community to
come. But, they now have a record of
identifying themselves with the needs
of the community and working hard at

community tasks. Each has opportunities
to share his faith . This American woman
often works in the field at harvest time.
H er very presence raises the question,
"Why are you here?" She replies, "Long
ago Jesus Christ taught me a new way of
life, to identify with human need and to
serve." And, then she tells the story of
the 13th chapter of John-of Jesus washing the disciples' feet-and of the 2nd
chapter of Philippians-Jesus counted it Jesus ministered to the poor, healed the
not a thing to be grasped that he was sick, forga1Je si11S and promised new life
equal to God-he made himself nothing, -and this was not a separate m inistry.
assumed the nature of a slave, in obedi- "For Jesus there w as no se paration of the
ence accepted even death-death on a physical and spiritual. It w as all of one
cross.
piece."
Of course such invitations to follow
Jesus Christ are not invitations just to
become members of a static church.
The community of believers which the
next generation joins will not be the
same as the churches which now exist. I
prefer to use the term "community of believers" rather than "church." That was
exactly what the early churches were
when they met in homes, without complicated organizations. We should be inviting people to become followers of Jesus
Christ. They should be encouraged to
join a community of believers, not necessarily to join ours. And we should be prepared to have our own churches change.
In other words, the church as a community of believers will continue, but
the form it takes may be quite different.
Many of the old thought forms and
words for communicating the Christian
faith are inadequate. They too must be
modified and new thought forms and
words be found to express the basic
Christian truth of the mystery of God in
Jesus Christ in a way that will challenge
and enlist a new generation. We urgently
need to give time, thought and resources
to exploring and experimenting with new times brutally frank in his speech. In his
thought forms and words by which the capacity for stirring up controversy, he
meaning of the Christian faith can b e resembled Martin Luther King fa r more
communicated to this generation. Some than Norman Vincent Peale.
of the ideas we have shared and some of
". .. His teaching is revolutionary in
the words we have used are not really the precise meaning of that abused term.
understood today, and may need to be It turns upside down the whole value
abandoned. Others need to be modified system by which most of the world lives.
and fresh ideas need to be explored. It repudiates many ideas and attitudes
Above all we need to und'e rstand that which have long been cherished in the
this in not fundamentally a complex theo- name of religion. It offers men a vision
logical problem. It is speaking about a of God and an understanding of morality
person and knowing what that person so profoundly different from conventional religion that even after two thousand
means to us.
Jesus never left the synagogue or the years it still sounds new."
Cassels ends his book by writing that
temple, but he sought vigorously to
change them. As Cassels puts it, "Actual- the disciples became Christlike, and
ly, he was a bold and outspoken man they unanimously attributed their inwho rebelled against convention and credible transform ation to the fact that
trampled unmercifully on the tenderest the Spirit of Jesus had taken up residence
corns of the religious and political Estab- in their hearts.
"It still happens." •
lishment. He was often blunt and some[275)
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What, r ally, did braham do? H
took material from hi nvironment {in
thi
se, bird and animal ) and fashioned them into, medium : a mechanism
through which communication o curs.
In this instan the medium was , ritu, l.
In oth r ,
th medium might b a
radio or th page you ar r ading. Of
cour e, it may seem strang to us that
communication could occur through an
nci nt ritual involving lain animal .
But then, ' hat would braham have
thought of tel vi ion? The effectiveness
of a medium depends on our perceptions
-and vie ersa.
ome Ba ic on 1edia
fan' p rceptions in early history wer
k nl g ared to natural phenomena.
erved-and till erve-as m dia
Th
for communication. brook ays "running
water," a rock communicat hardness to
th tou h, grass indicates its color to th
ye and oftness to th fing rs, and a
ma of black cloud and thunder tells u
that a torm is coming. These are the
common media: natural thing of our
environm nt, all of which function as
m chani m of communication. Ancient
peopl looked expectantly to the common media for vital information to help
them live their live . For this rea on, I
think, th p ople of the Old Testament
often p rceived the \i ord of God through
the media of the natural landscape. They
were tuned thi way, and u d images
drawn from these media to describe their
experience-the pa toral images of the
p aim , for instance.
To the common media, man added
th p cial media : means of communication that man constructs himself : language, ritual, drum ignals, television,
tc. The various media, common and
man-made, tell us where we are and
what th ituation is, so that we can decide what to do next. The room is familiar and ' e can sit comfortably ... The
street i trange and we must ask direction ... A radio report predicts rain and
we hould take a raincoat ... The signs in
the upermarket show a meat sale . ..
The medium which gives this information i not "the message," as Marshall
McLuhan maintains. Bologna at 69 cents
a pound, whether advertised on radio,
televi ion or in the newspaper, is still
bologna at 69 cents a pound : that is the
me age. The messages of news, weather,
etc, are the same in various media. Message come from many angles and many
media. Taken together, the media in a
basic sense comprise our environment:
the stuff, gadgets, material and landscape
that con tantly give us information.

Perception I haped
Media shape our perc ptions in crucial
\ ay . (Here McLuhan is right.) Until
th invention of printing, our p re ptions
were tuned to th common m dia and to
special media such as song, story, ritual
and drama-much as in biblical times.
There was a basic int grity about all thi :
the flow of songs, stories and rituals,
their images, and the God who was seen
as participating in the movements of
nature and history. 1edia and concepts
worked in harmony : because in fact, th
cone pts derived from word-pictures
taken from the media. Our p rceptions
were shaped accordingly-revelation,
media, concepts, belief. They all hung
together.
When the Bible's word-picture of God
wa transferred to the static medium of
the printed page, this s t the stage for a
basic clash. Printing shaped our perceptions with mechanical logic: For that is
the way it feeds us information, neat
s ntence by sentence, paragraph by
Drastic change in communication:
Paintings become abstract and break
out of their frames . Mass involvement becomes commonplace. Old
images are broken. New forms of behavior confront us, and new images
struggle to be born.

"Man's perceptions in early history
were geared keenly to natural phenomena. These served-and still
serve--as media for communication." For this reason, "the people of
the Old Testament often perceived
the Word of God through the natural
landscape. They were tuned this
way . . . ."

paragraph, page upon numbered page.
And the arts of painting and sculpture,
which had crowded the doors, arches
and walls of cathedrals with symbolic
scenes, gradually gave way to realistic
portrayals of people and objects, akin to
descriptions in printed paragraphs. All
this shaped our perceptions to the point
where our concept of meaning became
equated with logic: part by part,
sequence by sequence, Q.E.D. This is
how we answered the question, "Exactly
what does this mean?" Into this framework, translators poured--<>r attempted
to pour- the biblical picture of a moving,
participating God who happened all-atonce in natural events, daily history and
ritual : a rather illogical God from the
standpoint of print perception.
[277)
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God gradually became an abstract concept. Scholars systematically described
Him, and statesmen and common people
used Him to justify wars, expansion, or
the status quo. In short, print helped to
change our perception of God : from
eventful life to a definable concept.
Today some people try desperately to
"find" or "hang onto" this abstract "God "
while others-both within and witho~t
0~ churches-suspect that this really
1sn t God at all. It is the death of "God "
or more accurately the death of Apolio
-the collapse of a qiighty form and its
rational principles that underlay our
basic relationships like a web. In the
midst of this, the church renewal movement urges us to look anew into history
today to discern the will of God. This requires new ways of seeing, new forms of
perception. And these are upon us.

I

'I.
I

meaning became
equated with logic"

ing," demonstrators chanted in Chicago
in 1968. ) Bikinis, beards, long hair and
Hard Change in Perception
. In the space of a couple of genera- colorful clothing indicated new styles
tions, we are going through a very hard and more emotional, tactile relationships.
change in our perceptions and orienta- Television brought all this, and the
tion to reality. Developments in the ai;ts brutal war in Vietnam, and the moon itgathered momentum, until painting and self right into our living rooms, and ins~ul~ture br?ke from realistic descriP" volved millions in moving, fast-changing
tion mto a wild variety of distortions and images of sight and sound.
In the space of a couple of decades,
abstractions-sculpture made from old
junk, the swirling patterns of Jackson we have shifted into a world of multiPollock, the luminous clouds of Mark media, where a moving Bow of sounds,
Rothko. But what do they mean? Our words and images reaches us intellectuminds, con~tioned by the logic
print, ally, emotionally and physically. Our
perceptions are being reshaped accordwere often insulted by the new formsor anti-forms, as they sometimes seemed. ingly. What does it all mean? The meaning cannot be logically described, beYet this was only the beginning.
Radios gathered us into mass audi- cause the meaning is the involvement.
ences linked to central pools of informa- This, precisely, constitutes the radical
tion. Motion pictures blurred the bound- change in perception and orientation :
aries of real \}nd unreal ("Blowup") , re- from meaning-as-logic to meaning-as-involvement. A Jackson Pollock painting
~rranged time ("Dear John") , and leapt
mto new areas of imagination and even doesn't describe anything logically. It
redemptive insight ("2001"). The lid means what we feel when we open ourcame off censorship, and the most inti- selves to its swirling patterns of color.
mate scenes were shown on the screen
~osing for Americans an interesting ques~
tion: Why had we found it morally acceptable to portray brutal forms of vio"For ten seconds, a zany
lence, but immoral to show even the
most tender ~ovemaking? Popular songs
satire on 'Laugh-In' may
became vehicles for social comment
show a flash of divine judg("The Universal Soldier") , the . fresh
ment
upon our hypocrisy.
perception of biblical truth ("Sounds of
Si.Jenee"), degrees of prophecy ("The
The next moment, the show
Trmes They Are A-changin"), and
subsides
to mere clevermystical insight ("Tomorrow Never
~ows")-often coming with an integraness." Here and elsewhere,
tion of words-and-sound that requires
the point is to look and
perception on several levels at once. Stulisten with a mind that is
dent politics shifted from make-believe
into radical confrontations in the streets
tuned for the will of Jesus
-a new kind of politics that becomes
Christ.
also a form of drama intended for mass
audiences. ( "The whole world is watch-

of

I

"The Bible's word-picture
of God transferred to static
medium of printed page.
Printing shaped our perceptions with mechanical
logic-neat sentence by
sentence by sentence paragraph by paragraph by
numbered page by
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The compassion of the lovers in "A Man
And A Woman" mainly means what we
experience of their feeling. The meaning
of a street demonstration or love-in is
one's participation ( "it's mostly being
here . . . showing it like it is" ) . The
"generation gap" is really a perception
gap, between those who look with the
logic of print and those who experience
meaning in terms of eventfulness Bow
and involvement.
'
Where This Leaves Us
Reflection, analysis and the print medium still carry prime responsibility for
probing, describing and sorting the different kinds of meaning experienced in
the Bow of communication and events.
In particular, insights from the Bible remain crucial for gradually sifting out the
false prophets and discerning how God
is working in modern events. Moreover,
our new, more fluid and involved perceptions should help us sense the real eventful God captured in static print. I~ short
print helps us analyze; yet we can mov~
beyond print in our perceptions of the
holy.
Our most urgent task in the Church I
believe, is to discern and help indic:i:te
the ways that God is working in events
and speaking to us in the media. Well,
what is God doing and saying? How do
we ~now? We need theological criteria,
and 1t should take extended discussion to
establish these. Here, we can make a
brief beginning with one prime criterion:
Jesus Christ.
The Christ event shifted the prime
focus of revelation more emphatically
to the human : to a specific man and his
meaning in history, and by extension to
the lives and relationships of other men.
For human relationships and divinehuman relationships do not exist separately. Jesus knit them into one fabric
in his summary of the law : love of God,
neighbor and self. Today, the first place
to look for revelation is in human events:
actions and response in the movement of
history, and relationships portrayed in the
media. We shouldn't be too concerned
about finding the term "God." Several
terms are used in the Old Testament and
Jesus used a variety of metaphors i~ the
parables. We need to shed some prejudices, put on a fresh awareness and capacity for surprise, and look at events in
current history and the media with a new
mind keyed to this basic question : Do
these events somehow suggest the kind
of judgment, relationships and redemptive thrust portrayed in the Bible and
especially in Jesus Christ?
When we view in this way, it feels like
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"We have shifted into a world
of multi-media, where a moving
flow of sounds, words and
images reach us intellectually,
emotionally and physically. Our
perceptions are being reshaped accordingly . . . . The
meaning is the involvement."

taking off blinders that we didn't realize
we had, and entering an arena where
the will of God is being indicated in a
welter of events, songs, parables and
portrayals. Sometimes, the Word of God
comes through strongly and clearly: for
in tance, in the prophetic leadership of
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., so deeply
founded and guided by his Christian
faith. We can also note that Dr. King
used demonstration-dramas in the
treets, and that his speeches appealed
to our auditory sense and emotion more
than to logic. But more typically, the
divine will does not come through so
clearly. Its bearers, like St. Christopher,
may be unaware of the holy burden they
sometimes carry. So we are apt at first to
find the divine will scattered, even litt red, like flashes of insight in the dust.
For ten seconds, a zany satire on
"Laugh-in" may show a flash of divine
judgment upon our hypocrisy. The next
moment, the show subsides to mere
cleverne s. Or as we watch the lovers in
"Dear John," we can see the struggling,
intimat development of a deep and
humanizing love, and walk away with
the feeling that this is how God intends
it. But on our next several visits to the
movies, we may see sexual intimacy reduced to banality. Then, jaded with so
many images, we may view "2001" and

perhaps be unable to see beyond the surface story into the parable of evolution
and redemption.
Back home, a teen-ager may play the
Beatles' "Tomorrow Never Knows,"
with its powerful feeling and insights
into holy-human connections ("Love is
all and love is everyone--It is knowing
. . . it is knowing.") Yet this song asks so
much of our auditory perception that it
may seem like a lot of scrambled noise.
Next day we may pick up the morning
paper, and see and read of a student
demonstration suggesting Christ's kind
of judgment upon the violence we do to
people and to our environment. Tuning
in the radio that afternoon, we may find
that the students themselves have sunk
to mindless destruction and name calling. Tired and confused, we can stop for
a cup of coffee and hear Judy Collins
singing "Suzanne" on the juke box. For a
couple of minutes, if our perception is
alert, we feel bathed in the comforting
love of Christ through the sound,
words and images of the song. The next
moment, the juke box may tum up an
inane song like "Chewy Chewy."
Perhaps, as T. S. Eliot remarked,
"mankind cannot bear too much reality."
Certainly, in any age, we find few people who can bear holy reality with the
steadfastness and awareness of Dr. King.

We also find few programs such as
NBC's "Choice of Destinies" on March
17 of 1970, when a flow of images, sound
and poetry on Dr. King and others leads
us to reflect on our destin y under God.
It is far easier to be clever and run with
the crowd. But even in those who run
with the crowd, or like the Beatles or
Bob Dylan help to lead the crowd, we
can sense some vibrations of God's will.
"He who has ears to hear, let him hear!"
For the reality of God impinges upon
us as much today as in biblical times, and
the revelation of His will moves forward
in history. This remains true even when
the term "God" isn't uesful for indicating the holy will. For terms and symbols
must change; but this will remain itself,
and often comes·with surprises. It speaks
and sings on many levels today, leading
us in some ways and judging us in others.
Jesus Christ provides our prime touchstone for discernment. With him, revelation becomes mainly focused in human
beings and divine-human relationships.
And the new media contain the potential
to relate people worldwide and bind us
into mass audiences, with human understanding moving on several levels of flow
and involvement. This could be an instrument for tryranny, or for the transformation of the minds of men with the
redeeming mind of Christ. •
[279)
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We have many languages, each describing reality in some way. And within
each language, such as English, there are
specialized languages of some sort, each
expressing an orientation to reality-a
certain point of view. For instance, the
fields of a farm can be described in economic language-how much they will
produce for a given investment. The same
fields can be described in the language
of chemistry, talking about soil composition and molecular action. Or the same
field can be dealt with in the language of
religion, talking about creation and our
stewardship of the resources God ha
given us.
Communication requires that people
understand the language we are using.
This of course applies to our faith . And
the language of our faith, like the languages of all religion, relies heavily on
symbols, myths and rituals . For instance,
the creation story in Genesis I does not
literally describe an historic event, but
rather is a way of telling us that God is
the active, creative source of all life and
all things, including time and history. Or
again, the cross symboliz the love and
sacrifice of Jesu Christ ( not a le son in
how to nail wood together ). The worship
service itself, with it readings and ritual
-its language on everal levels-provid s a medium for communication: a

20
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way of opening ourselves to Cod, and
relating to Cod in prayer and praise.
Languages can die, change, or be badly disrupted. Today, after centuries of
fairly effective communication, the language of the Christian faith in the West
is becoming ineffective for many people.
The basic truths about Cod and Jesus
Christ remain. But the languag~many
of its stories, symbols and rituals-no
longer communicates these basic truths
to many people. A telling result of the
communication breakdown is that some
people may strongly affirm Jesus Christ,
or at least have a searching hunger for his
lov~but be unable to experience these
in the churches. We also find a significant number of young people who have
strong religious inclinations and admire
Jesus, but almost automatically reject the
Christian faith and churches as irrelevant.
The traditional language of faith and
worship no longer speaks to these people.

Their perceptions have been shaped by
new forms of communication and new
ways of perceiving reality. A new kind
of language, dealing with relationships,
has begun to obscure and crowd out the
traditional language of Christianity.
Some symbols, such as the cross, can be
retained and may even be seen with
greater relevance. Other aspects of our
religious language may have to die, and
new symbols and rituals take their place,
together with new styles of behavior.
This new religious language is not something we can force to arise. It is arising
already, and will gradually make its relevance felt.
The languages within the community, as
(below) in an experimental worship service,
will have a different purpose from that used
outside the community, such as (opposite
page ) startling, if ungrammatical, graffiti,
readings by Malcolm Boyd at an "Evening
with God" performance, and banners
in a demonstration.

[283]
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The worship service and many activities in the local church actually raise a
barrier between people and the love of
Jesus Christ, according to two teenagers
at First Presbyterian Church in Yorktown Heights, New York. ''I've tried to
see Christ through the ritual, but it's very
hard-impossible even," one remarked.
The other commented : "Everything is
so up-tight at the worship service-the
way people behave, the phony smiles
and clothes they put on, and the ritual
that everyone goes through."
The first student rejoined: "I once
went to a service at a Baha'i temple, and
it wasn't up-tight at all. I could feel concern and love all around me. A lot of
these are very sensitive people. Some of
them, in their twenties and thirties, had
been strung out on drugs and quit using
them. But they're still searching. If the
church was more open-wasn't so formal
and up-tight-their searching could lead
them to Jesus Christ. I really wish it
would."
The young men, both in high school,
spoke very firmly of their commitment to
Christ. "If we can accept Christ,'' one
remarked, "this will strengthen us. It
won't remove problems- but it will help
us make good decisions:· The other said :
"I have learned the love of God through
Jesus Christ. This has helped me make
some tough decisions. For example, God's
love has convinced me that I should not
have anything to do with the draft, the
war or military training."
But many young people who grew up
in the church have become alienated
from it altogether and a new religious
language will not necessarily make Christianity more attractive to them. Many
persons-young and old-regard the
swinging new worship services as "gimmicky." For perhaps a majority of persons who reject the Christian faith and/

At its best moments, the Church has
given hospitality to many forms of expression. These include traditional folk dancing
(left), and jazz (above).
Street theater groups, such as the California grape strikers T eatro Campesino
(above, far le~) . and New York's Bread and
Puppet Th eatre (opposite page, far right)
o~en use biblical or moral themes to speak
to the Church and society.
24
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or the church, the means of communication of the Gospel are but one factor.
David Downing, an actor with the
Negro Ensemble Company in New York,
says: "The real church, as far as I'm
concerned, is within your heart and in
your very being. I feel that I'm no less
religious than a dues-paying member of
an organized church because I feel that
what I do every day constitutes my religion, my dedication to my religion.
"Christianity, as far as I'm concerned,
deals with your knowledge of God and
Christ. That's fine, that's cool. I was
raised in a Christian home. I was taught
about God and Christ. But there are a

Do something beautiful
Take advantage of life's special moments. Create an
unforgettably beautiful
memory. Just once, listen to
your heart and be lavish. Do
some marvelously rash
thing. A drop of expensive
perfume is cherished ... but
1f your friend is a beautiful
person he would understand . Your prodigal love
would be remembereci for·
ever.

lot of other people who have influenced
me. So I can accept Christianity, but
there are other religions that I can accept also. I kind of dig the oriental philosophies, the spiritualism-as being
more authentic than Christianity because
they teach people about themselves."
Bobby Mosely Righi, was was raised
as a devout Methodist, now rejects the
church as "pious." "It's irrelevant to anything people know in their daily life,"
she says. "If you go to church, you're
automatically a very upstanding citizen.
And if you're connected with the church
and you work in the church that sort of
means you must be good. I'm having a
hard time trying to say what piousness
is except assurance that you're right, intolerance-unconcern, I guess. With a
few exceptions-I mean the people who
have been active on social issues in the
church. That's what's going to make it
come alive again. Otherwise, it's going to
die."
A political activist, Mrs. Righi indicts
the church for its "hypocrisy." She says
the real teachings of Christ have been
twisted-"! mean the racism, the national chauvinism that the churches support.
When I think of Christ, I think of a person totally dedicated, dedicated to social
change-so much that he gave his life
for it. And his teaching of understanding
and equality among people."
•
Old forms can speak to new themes.
(Above, lefr) A rabbi performs an exorcism ceremony against Judge Hoffman's "dybbuk," or dem on.
New forms can speak to old
themes. An "advertisement" iii a
publication
called
"Emit"
( lefr) recalls a well-known
New Testament scene.
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The Main Source for News

11
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In large areas of Asia, Africa, Latin America and the Pacific, people like this young
African rely on radio as the main source of news, information and opinion. For many,
the radio also provides an important source of study. The Bible and Christianity, agricultural methods, health care procedures-these are some of the subjects. Popular
music and other entertainment also come via radio. People listen to transistor radios in
shops and parks, and on trucks and bicycles and while they walk. They put them on
a counter or tie them to a plow for the day's work. Radio thus provides a prime means
for reaching the millions with the message of Christ and his care, spelled out in specific
programs for improvement. Television is expected to spread more slowly.

In the studio, a Christian trainee
The churches on every continent have made
some effort to foster the development of modern
communication and participate meaningfully
in its work. One of the more ambitious
and advanced of these programs is BRAVS,
which stands for Broadcasting and AudioVisual Services, a venture of the All-Africa
Conference of Churches. BRAVS trains people,
as in this photo, in a range of audio, visual
and literary techniques, from the creation of
scripts for radio or television through the phases
of production. The program and facilities are
headquartered in Nairobi, Kenya.
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HOW THE WORD GETS AROUND

and carvings in all the magn ificent color
of Asia and Africa . Includes Lit-Lit Christmas card paintings.
84 frames- Color-Record-Guide-Sale
only, $5.00

Records:
Filmstrips:
Contemporary Christian Art
from Asia and Africa
CHRIST IN THE ART OF INDIA: Life of
Christ told through color, art form, and
symbols of ancient and modern Indian
paintings. Indian me lodies played on a
sitar. Side I interprets Indian Christian art.
Side II is a composition on the life of
Christ using the 60 reproductions in the
collection related to the appropriate quo. talion from Scriptures. '
99 frames-Color-Record-Guide-Sale
only $5.00
BOYS AND GIRLS OF BURMA: Colorful
crayon drawings of Burmese children
depict their village, school. market place',
and homes. All phases of Burmese
life including a Buddhist pagoda and
orange-robed monks. We are also introduced to a Burmese Christian family at
worship.
68 frames-Color-Guide-Sale only, $10.00

CHRIST IN THE ART OF AFRICA: Technicolor reproductions of sculptures, wood
carvings, and paintings of Christian
African artists. A union of vital experiences in faith with dynamics of Christian
art forms. Side I introduces Africa's
Christian art. Side II is a worship experience using Africa art and music.
105 frames- Color-Record-Guide-Sale
only, $5.00
CHRIST IN THE ART OF JAPAN: A premier presentation of the work of contemporary Japanese Christian artists. Part
I introduces the art, providing the basis
for understanding. Part II presents the
Life of Christ as depicted by these artists.
115 frames-Color-Sound-Guide-Sale
only, $7.00

PHILIPPINES: Magnificent technicolor re-

• CHRIST IN THE ART OF CHINA: Life
of Christ portrayed through poetic expressions of Chinese artists. Includes the b e st
of the famous Chines! art traditions.
Narration carries full power of the gospel.
Chinese melodies composed for the
Christian church provide authentic background.
136 frames-Color-Record-Guide-Sale
only, $5.00

productions of wood carvings and paintings by Christian artists in the Philippines.
100 frames-Color-Record-Guide-Sale
only, $7.00

• THE HOLY FAMILY IN THE ART OF
ASIA AND AFRICA: The Christmas story
told through contemporary paintings

• CHRIST IN THE ART OF THE

DON'T CHURCH ME IN. This is a presentation, in dramatic narrative , of the conflict be tween those in the church establishment who distrust new forms of mission and those who seek every possible
way to get the Word to the w orld. 33 1/ 3
rpm. Sale $5.00.

Multi-Media Kits:
DRUMBEAT TO DIALOGUE. Intended to
sensitize audiences to the ways in which
communication affects all aspects of
life, including the life and work of the
church, and using Africa as a "far
instance," this kit includes a two-part
sound filmstrip, a recording of nine
selections of African Christian music, a
study guide, and other materials relatin to communication and the church in
Africa. Sale $10.

THE SEE-SOUND SHOW. For children,
this kit on communications includes a filmstrip on church work in communications,
a recording of folk songs, three devotional posters, one graffiti poster, materials
to use in making a liturgical banner,
and guidance materials to help the teacher show her class how communication
takes place around them all the time, and
that they are themselves important
communicators. Sale $5.95

··- - -

Films:

Exhibits:

THE JOURNEY OF FABIO PACCHIONI.
"Get through to the people. Find out
how to speak to them, how to communicate. Break out of your mental prison!"
These are the words Fabio Pacchioni
addressed to his company of traveling
p!ayers now at work in the Ecuadorian
countryside. Organized under the auspices
of UNESCO, this traveling theater attempts to be an instrument for improving
the quality of human life, and a tool for
community development. 28 minutes,
color. Rental $10.

CONTEMPORARY ART OF AFROAMERICANS. by Louise E. Jefferson
Ten beautiful art prints in color representing the work of distinguished AfroAmericans. Includes biographical
information on artists. $12.SO

BEGGAR AT THE GATES. This stimulating
and disturbing film portrays the spectrum
of worship today and the revolutionary
changes taking place in the church.
Highlights include a conflict between a
black minister and a white congregation,
the social attitudes of a successful.
wealthy suburban church, the "underground" church, and the draft resistance
movement of a prominent Boston church.
SS minutes, color. Rental $2S.

ARTS SAMPLER FROM SOUTHEAST
ASIA. by Jeanne Carruthers
A wide ranging collection of painting,
poetry, sculpture, and music, revealing
facets of culture in Southeast Asian
countries new to most of us. Recordings

BEHOLD: ALL THINGS NEW. A colorful
and kaleidoscopic montage of the persons,
events and ideas of the Fourth Assembly
of the World Council of Churches at
Uppsala, Sweden, this film is built around
the theme of communication. The old
and historic town of Uppsala became the
site of a world in miniature, with the
troubles and hopes of the contemporary
world reflected in the dialogues created
there. 27 minutes, color. Rental $ 10.

- - - -- -

of indigenous music included. $1.SO

EACH WITH HIS OWN BRUSH. by Danie l
Johnson Fleming
Sixty-five reproductions of paintings
and carvings from the work of Asian and
African artists. $ l.2S

• THE WAYS OF MAN: An unusual collection of 16 striking photos. Presents
common joys and griefs shared alike by
men everywhere. Resource sheet includes
discussion questions and suggestions for
use. 16" x 20". $3.9S

Ordering Materials:
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• CHRISTIAN SYMBOLS IN A WORLD
COMMUNITY, by Danie l Johnson Fleming
Exhibit of Christian symbols sty listically
expressive of Oriental and African
cultures. 200 reproductions and text. $3 .00
DISCOVER AND CREATE: AN ARTS
PACKET. by Paul and Barbara Abe ls
Resource for early and late teens in the
area of_ fine arts. Provocative questions on basics of art and religion. $2.9S

Films may be rented from any of the Cokesbury
Regional Service Centers. All other materials,
except those marked with an asterisk. may be
bought either from the United Methodist Board
of Missions Service Center. 7820 Reading Road.
Cincinnati. Ohio 45237. or from Presbyterian
Distribution Service. 225 Varick Street. New
York. N.Y. 10014. Material marked with an
asterisk may be ordered from Presbyterian Distribution Service only.
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Learning in depth
The BRAVS program provides for personal tutoring, as in this session on basic
communication between Mr. Amos
Somdaka and Mrs. H. T . Maclin, wife
of the United Methodist missionary
instrumental in sparking and directing the
work. Since getting underway in 1963,
BRAVS has benefited some 500 students
from all over Africa, plus India, Israel,
Egypt and other areas. The staff is also
international, interracial, ecumenical.
Most of the graduates so far have
gone to church-related stations and
studios, while a small number are employed by the churches.

Co-director Emanuel Fashade
Mr. Fashade stands with his wife on the grounds
of the training center, where the main complex
was opened in 1968. Capital funds came from
RA VEMCO, and major contributions were made
by the United Methodist Church, United Presbyterian Church, the Lutheran World Federation
Broadcasting Service in Switzerland, the World Association of Christian Communicators, the Evangelical Central Agency for Development Aid, and
the Bread for the World program in West Germany.
Mr. Fashade received extensive advanced training
in the United States. In looking toward the future,
he and colleague Maclin affirm, in Mr. Maclin' s
words: "This, of all times, should be the time when
the church can make a significant impact with its
message of hope and reconciliation through Jesus
Christ."
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Th is personal look at sensitivity training and its ap
COMMUNICATION IS MOVEMENT
rea's Ew ha W oman's University . Mrs. Dail is also a
-a trip taking us beyond where we are
now to where we want to be, both intellectually or emotionally. It is stimulus
and response--some sort of interaction
between persons. Therefore, the experience of the group process provides an important dimension in the whole subject
of communication.
In this age of advanced technological
development, with its complex communication instruments, we have also developed a growing complexity of group
process designs, with varying names-T
group or sensitivity training, human relations, organization development, group
dynamics, laboratory training, encounter,
personal growth and therapy groups, confrontation sessions and marathon labs
(with mini-labs and micro clusters and
probably others) .
In a society with so many taboos
against touching, hangups about being
emotionally involved beyond the small
family unit, and emphasis on the individual's need for self-determination, this
preoccupation with "sensitivity" is significant.
What is meant by the term "sensitivity"? The best definition I have found is
"exchange of hesitancy and anxiety for
stimulation and curiosity and ecstasy in
learning." Anyone who has experienced
this total sequence of emotions within a
group knows how "sensitivityn is related
to communication.
We're into this because we cannot
stand being isolated and cut off from
others. We know
"The moment we cease to hold to each
other
the moment we break faith with one
another
~e sea engulfs us and the light goes
out.
34
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ion to
proper

By Hldo Lee Doil
ion to church life is written by the executive secretary of the Development Committee for Kooroper minister's wife when she is not pounding people on the back or playing with tinker toys.

n erican church life. Parishioners at St. Clem ent's Episcopal Church in New York City learn to
in this case, is a more open style of congregational life in. which people share their concerns.

Beyond Gadgets to Use of the Body
All communication uses symbols somehow. The group experience uses the body
as a symbol, or instrument, through
which a message is communicated, sometime verbally and sometimes non-verbally.
From my many years' experience as a
communicator-writer, editor, teacher
and public relations person-I will
readily admit that I got to the place
where I had to get my ''body" involved
in the communication process. The other
media had ceased to satisfy me personally. Yes, I still enjoy using words (which
is why I succumbed to the temptation to
write this article) . I need books, films,
art, radio and TV and all the other
gadgetry to help close the gap between
other human beings and me. But I also
need to go beyond these symbols to get
my total being involved in the "trip"
from me to you. The group can increase
the level of awareness of where I am in
relationship to you.
I remember the agony resulting from
the inadequacy of verbalization to express emotion during one group experience. In one group, a participant named
Morrell had sat immobile and silent for
several days until I could hardly bear it.
At one point when I asked him what he
was feeling, he said, "I keep adding
things up about this group and always
come out zero."
This infuriated me. For he was saying,
in essence, that we were of no value to
him. I held this hurt to myself and
watched him continue his absolute silence until suddenly I couldn't stand it
another minute. I jumped up without
any foreknowledge of what I was about
to do, and ran to him from behind the
group and started pounding him on the
[295]
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back. He was sitting with his arms on of their feelings out from hiding into
his knees in the exact pose of "The open discussion. When this happens, the
Thinker," and I shouted while pound- energy that was previously used to hide
ing: "You sit here just like a stone statue and repress the feelings is now released .
thinking and not fee ling a damn thing It can be used for problem solving and
when there are fifteen human beings communication.
sitting here with you trying to reach you.
Beyond Roles to New Levels of
Why don't you come alive!"
The shock effect was no less on me Functioning
than it was on Morrell and the entire
The group can also help an individual
group. Orian, the leader, quietly said,
"Well, H ilda, you are standing over him discover his own style. As this happens,
in a rather overpowering way."
the group may become a battleground :
At that, I laughed and slid down on the individual battles against the revelathe Boor beside him and leaned my body tion of himself, as perceived and articuagainst him. Suddenly one of the women lated by others in the group. He needs to
jumped up and walked across the room know himself in this way, but may not
to hand me an empty chair. I thanked like what is shown him, and struggles to
her and said I would use it later, but for defend his self concept. The defenses
the moment, I wanted to sit below him to help block communication. Paradoxicalmake up fo r standing over him.
ly, we cannot increase communication by
In the meantime, Morrell had not destroying the defenses that block it.
spoken. Orian asked, "Morrell, what are What we can do is to create situations
you feeli ng now? Can you look at Hilda?" where people will not need to stay beI looked briefly at him, but turned hind their defenses all the time. We can
away just as he glanced at me. So Orian make it safe enough so that they can
said, "Hilda, he is looking at you."
venture out into the "open countryside"
Then our eyes met, and communica- of honest dialogue without being afraid
tion was complete. I had reached him. I of attack. W e can forget our usual roles.
needed no words. Then the words came. For instance, I can stop being the preachHe quietly confided, 'Tm very moved. er's wife, and just be Hilda, a hurting
I have never had anybody affect me the human being.
way you have in your action. I appreciate
The laboratory experience is designed
it very much."
to meet two objectives related to comThis was the beginning. Morrell was munication : change in the individual and
alive and a member of us at last. I had change in the social system ( of which
"found" him. Several days later he said . the group is an integral part ). These
"You taught me that I need to participate twin goals have sometimes resulted in
more than just have my body present. I conflict between those who want to turn
always thought my being at a place was inward for insight and nirvana and those
sufficient. I wish I had your ability to who tum outward for social salvation.
talk."
The laboratory can provide an arena
"I wish I had some of your ability to for examining the areas of conflict and
be quiet," I answered.
exposing them without the person's being destroyed. Let me explain.
Beyond Data to Identity of Persons
First, the role a person assumes in a
particular group is, at the same time,
We need to go beyond the "data"proc- related to his "membership group" in the
ess of knowing others: the sum total of larger society (his church, for instance,
facts about them. We need to discover or his race) . For an individual cannot
persons, as they are, in depth. In a group, function in any one group without in"How are you?" does not necessarily fluence from the membership groups to
mean "What is your state of health?" It which he belongs-ethnic, religious, culmay mean, "How are you feeling sitting tural, economic, educational, etc. Now,
here near us now?"
how can we bridge these groups, in ways
In a group I must think of myself and helpful to constructive change-personal
others as "becoming" rather than being and social?
"frozen" in the present state. The relaWe can find a common concern. A
tionship is dynamic and changing as I laboratory does this. For instance, combecome able to read the verbal and non- munication can often be achieved in the
verbal clues people give about them- group by relating it to a neighborhood
selves and me.
conflict. Here, a person from one ethnic
Sensitivity Groups often provide a pro- membership group (say a Negro social
tected area where the level of trust is worker) may share with a white church
high enough so that people can become leader the same basic opinions on the ismore nearly honest. They can move some sues, that is, they belong to the same
36
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reference group. In such a situation, persons from different membership groups
may take similar roles, mutually affected
by each other's shared points of reference.
Let me cite a personal experience in
this connection.
At a National Training Laboratory in
Community D evelopment, I had come
with my individual pattern of behavior
as a reasonably effective person oriented
to the bureaucracy of The United Methodist Church ( my membership group ).
However, the ideas I had concerning the
need for radical change in the social
systems of our society related dynamically with the ideas of Muriel, who was a
Black Power community worker. In other
words, we shared the same reference
group ( radical change).
Our first meeting, however, was one
of clash-we were both members of a
small group as a part of the total community who had been placed in a large
room where several boxes of tinker toys
were thrown into the middle of the Boor
with the directions that we were to build
some sort of model to represent our idea
of community.
When I saw everybody scrambling for
their share of tinker toys, I jumped up
and said, "There won't be any left if we
don't get over there and get our share."
I plunged into the circle of people
grabbing and took all I could carry,
and encouraged others to join me.
Muriel started making fun of this silly
children's game with toys. She sat stiff
and sulking in her chair and scowled,
"You look like a bunch of biddies over
there scratching on the Boor. I'm having
nothing to do with your community."
"You look like an old hen on her nest,"
I yelled back. Then we both burst out
laughing. Thus began one of the most
stimulating friendships I had at the laboratory. I had met someone who would
match wits with me, one with whom I
later joined forces to bring an overthrow
of the stilling laboratory organization imposed on us unwillingly. She led the revolt at my suggestion. Her blunt announcement, "People, this is a revolution. We'll have nothing to do with your
-government," was followed by a
speech by me and other W ASPs who
used different language, but got the same
message across.
Thus both of our behavior patterns
were altered. She was poised, and judged
me for grabbing, while I, like her, revolted when I was helpless. Our membership groups had ceased to control us
and our reference groups had furnished
the motivation for our participation in
this neighborhood conflict.
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(Top wft ), Members of St. Cl£ment's take
part in a "para-eucharist" service using
bread and wine .
( Top right ), Children at the Second Congregational Church in Greenw ich, Conn. develop relationships by using coded taps.
(Bottom ), Special Sunday service at St.
Alban's Episcopal Church in Simsbury,
Conn. permits persons who have had sensitivity training to engage in nonverbal worship forms .

Beyond Judgmental Attitudes
To Acceptance
When communication breaks down
between individuals and segments of society, the "sensitivity" group can often

Reconciliation can begin within the
protected area of the laboratory. For instance, "conservatives" can come to accept human factors and feelings as legitimate; "activists" can enter into the experiences of non-activists. As new leaders
emerge, there can be increased interpersonal competence.
It was while I was teaching a class on
"Reconciliation" in a school of missions
that such an event took place. We were
listening to the record from the current
Women's Society Audio-Visual Program
Packet "Choice and Change."
The song, "Silent Nigbt-Seven
O'Clock News," by Simon and Garfunkel, caused quite a furor. Some of the
women thought it was sacrilege to mix
this sacred carol with the news. This
angered a radical student member of the
group, who said she felt sentimental religion was not relevant to the world of
war and suffering. The tension became
so great that two women left during the
break in the afternoon and did not return
until the next day. When they returned,
they spoke of feeling in the minority and
thinking that everyone was laughing.
This called for some action on my part
as leader. I was intellectually on the side
of the student, but was able to recall and
to recount to the group my own extreme
fundamentalist background that led to
a particular experience when someone
made fun of me. Suddenly I burst into
tears and was so "broken" for those who
had felt "persecuted" in our group that
real reconciliation began to take place.
It was at this point that one of the black
members of the group, a welfare mother,
suggested singing the gospel song,
"Leaning on the Everlasting Arms." Thus,
a "new leader" emerged as we all threw
ourselves into joining hands and "leaning" on one another, a "religious rite"
that was authentic in that it grew out of
the need of the moment. A black welfare
mother had become the leader, and we
entered an experience of mutual helpfulness with all the various kinds of people
in the room.

restore the line of communication and
also encourage new leadership. We need
this at a time when the religious community tends to become polarized, to the
detriment of both sides.

But Not Beyond Criticism
Like any other instrument of communication, the group experience has both
limitations and dangers. Even though I
have admittedly presented a positive
view of its potentiality for communication, I readily concede that it is no
panacea for problem solving-either for
the individual or for society. It can be
detrimental and exploitative. Like other
tools relative to social science, its effectiveness is very difficult to measure.
Nonetheless, it is a "trip" I have chosen
to take. Will you join my group? •
[297)
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Dennis Fraude hel ps produce radio programs, press releases, promotional material
and filmstrips fo r the Methodist Audio Visual Department, Sarawak, Malaysia.

BRAZIL
In BraziL only half the population is
literate, and most of those who can read
have received no more than four year's
schooling. One person who is deeply
concerned is Emilia Black, chairman of
the Department of Adult Basic Education of the Brazilian Evangelical Confederation ( D EBA ) .
DEBA is related to groups throughout
the country. In Manaus alone there are
nearly fifty literacy classes.
A dynamic personality, a fine educator
and an excellent organizer and administrator, Professor Black has enlisted the
cooperation of widely diverse church
groups-about eighteen historic Protestant denominations, Pentecostals, Roman
Catholics-as well as private and government bodies. High on her agenda is
the development of cooperation between
DEBA and industry in order to make
functional literacy a vocational aid in
economic improvement.
After many years' experience as a
38
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school teacher and principal, Miss Black
took a leave of absence to serve as DEBA
chairman. The Presbyterian church
leader explains her commitment to adult
basic education: "It is for the liberation
of our people from ignorance and poverty, and for a positive economic and social development of our continent."
CAMERO UN
Daniel Mongoue is the editor of a
Protestant newspaper in his native Cameroun, "La Semaine Camerounaise." He
inaugurated the "Cameroun Weekly" in
1961 after studying journalism in Geneva, Paris, London and Edinburgh
under the auspices of the World Council
of Churches.
The life of a journalist in the Cameroun
has its problems, Mr. Mongoue has discovered. His printer's prices climbed so
rapidly that he tried having the newspaper printed in France and delivered
by air, but delays in arrival forced him
to abandon that plan. And after meeting

frustrations with a third printer who is
unused to setting type in French, Mr.
Mongoue is eyeing still another printer.
He has cut the number of pages to lower
the price of the newspaper, but it still requires some subsidy.
Mr. Mongoue received his early education at the Evangelical College of Libamba in the Cameroun. He taught for
a time at a secondary school for Protestant teachers at Bafoussam where he
was active in the evangelical youth movement. He is married and has three children.
IBAN
Kamal Moshiri has the imposing title
of Supervisor of Storage and Distribution for the Literature Committee of the
Council of Churches in Iran. The secretary of the Committee considers him to
be one of the two stabilizing and continuing workers without whose experience and zeal the program would have
fallen apart.
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tantamount to s lecting a mate. fany of
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Y , rs later he recall d : " s a layman,
a bu ine man, I did not f I that my exp ri nee fitt d me for the job. I wa
off red the chance to tudy radio and
audio visual education in America. I
hav alway believed in the importance
of th ma media. I came to feel that
od ' a calling me to this work. ince
th t uncertain beginning I have never
h d ny doubt about it.
Ir. Ogawa i e ecutive director of
V 0 , who e activities include broadca t evang Ii m, re earch and publication, t 1 vi ion fihn production and
leadership training. fr. Ogawa is an
Id r in th Kyodan, or the United
hurch of Japan.
fEXI 0
Rolando Zapata has been executive
director of the udio- isual Evangelical
enter ( C E) in lexico ince 1
the ·ear h w graduated from nion
Theological minary in 1exico City.
He ha taught philosophy at the University of lexico and is actively teaching
in the communications field at the several Christian eminaries in 1exico as
well a traveling throughout Central
America for workshops and seminars in
audio-visu
talented artist, he ha
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produced much of the art work for
CAVE filmstrips and prin ted materials
and occa ionally assumed dramatic roles
in the radio spots which CA VE produces.
In addition to his bachelor of divinity
d gree, Mr. Zapata holds a bachelor of
art degree from the University of Mexico and is a graduate from a two-year
profes ional school in radio-television
production and direction. He is a member of the Methodist Church of Mexico
and serves a assistan t pastor and chu rch
school teacher in a new parish chu rch
near his home. He is married and has
two daughters.

ing the Methodist Secondary School in
Sibu, he spent two years as an untrained
t acher. He was selected fo r Training
ollege but had to tum the offer down
to car fo r his mother, who had become
partially paralyzed.
At this point he joined the newly
form ed Audio Visual Department and,
as Trevor Hancock, a Sarawak missionary reports, he "took to broadcasting,
photography and so on like a duck to
water."
A devoted Christian, Mr. F raude is
married to a· missionary nurse from the
Philippines.

THE PHILIPPINES
Juan Pia, Jr. is director of Radio Station DZCH in Manila, the Philippines,
part of the inter-church network. He is
also acti ng director of the Mass Media
Commission of the National Christian
Council Broadcasting Network, headqu artered in Manila.
DZCH's extensive programming includes a wide range of religious music
and public service programs in Filipino
dialects and English. It serves Luzon and
the northern half of the islands. Like its
fi ve sister stations, DZCH believes that
"the dynamic of the Christian Church
depends on her ability to break away
from her fou r walls and go where the
people are." It hopes to reinforce the
ministry of the Church.
Mr. Pia has a bachelor of theology
degree from Silliman University in the
Philippines and a mas ter's degree in communications from Michigan State University. While a student at McCormick
Theological Seminary in Chicago, he
worked in the Department of Radio and
Television of the Church Federation of
Greater Chicago. Before becoming director of Station DZCH, he was on the
program staff and was station manager
of Station DYSR in Dumaguete City.

UNITED STATES
Everett C. Parker is director of the
Office of Communication of the United
Church of Christ. He has written and
produced numerous national radio and
television programs, including his current radio series, "Congressional Comment." H e lectured in communications
for twelve years at Yale University Divinity School. He has written four books,
the most recent of which is Te le visi~n
Radio-Film for Churchmen ( 1969 ),
which he co-authored.
But he is perhaps best known for his
twenty-five-year crusade to make broadcasters accountable to the public and to
gain access to the air on radio and television for blacks and other minorities.
He has also actively opposed the broadcasting of extremist views without time
being made available to air opposing
opinions.
Dr. Parker began fighting unfair treatment of blacks by broadcasting stations
when, in 1964, the Office of Communication filed a petition against station
WLBT-TV, Jackson, Mississippi, to deny
its license renewal because it discriminated against blacks, who constituted
more than forty percent of its viewers.
A landmark court decision gave the public the right to intervene in license renewal proceedings of the Federal Communications Commission . The station's
license was eventually revoked. Dr.
Parker has been instrumental in resolving many other broadcaster-community
conflicts without court or FCC decision.

SARAWAK
At 27, Dennis Lee Fraude, the director
of the Methodist Audio Visual Department in Sarawak, has led an eventful
life. Born to a Chinese mother and a
Eurasian fa ther, he spent the first part
of his life in a Japanese internment camp
in Perak, Malaya . After liberation he
went to Sarawak, where he almost
drowned twice within 'days of landing.
He survived-only to face the language
problem. He spoke only Cantonese; locally the Chinese spoke Hokkien. But the
Methodist Primary School he attended
in Kapit used Iban as the teaching
medium.
As a teenager he caught rheumatic
fever; recovery took a year. After leav40
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ZAMBIA
Emmanuel Nsama received his name
because he was born on Christmas Day in
a Christian home in northern Zambia.
As a young man, he became adept at
drawing and he longed to indigenize the
paintings he saw in his church done by
Western artists. With the help of a
Zambian minister, he enrolled in the Art
Studio at the African Literature Center
in Kitwe, Zambia- a welcome oppor-

tunity since his schooling had been cut
short after primary school.
Mr. Nsama used his wife, lreen, and
one of his two daughters, Marjorie, as
his models for a painting of the infant
Jes us and His mother being visited by
the shepherds. This painting, entitled
"Wonder," took a first prize at the annual
World Literacy and Christian Literature
( Lit-Lit ) competition for overseas
artists.
Mr. Nsama is now at Sheridan College near Toronto, studying on a scholarship given by the Board of World Missions of the United Church of Canada.
He hopes to return to the Art Studio in
Kitwe, an ecumenically sponsored center,
and, as he says, "pass on in teaching and
painting everything that I have discovered."
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Father Leo Alting von Geusau , Dutch
Roman Catholic theologian, is SecretaryGeneral of a center in Rome to study the
contemporary church. The center's periodical has French, Italian, German and
1orth American editions and contains
news of such concerns as "Ecology and
Morality,"
"Inter-communion"
and
"Christians and Racism in South Africa."
Dr. Alting von Geusau studied ecumenical theology in Holland and in
Rome. In 1955 he won his doctorate.
From 1955 to 1962, he was a visiting professo r in various universities of Holland,
speaking for the Dutch bishops on ecumenical affair .
In 1962 he founded the Dutch Documentation Center in Rome which was responsible for distribution of background
documentation in six languages for all

bishops and Protestant observers at the
Vatican Council. In 1965 he became Secretary General of the International Documentation Center-IDOC. In 1968, the
Center became completely transconfessional.
Dr. Alting von Geusau is the author of
many articles and books dealing with
ecumenism, ecclesiology and symbolism.
He was an expert at Vatican II, at the
Uppsala Conference in 1968 and at the
ational Council of Churches Assembly
in Detroit in 1969.

INDIA
Jonathan Thapa is the secretary and
general manager of the "Light and Life
Publishers" in Darjeeling, India. The
press is officially registered under the
epali name of "Jiwan Jyoti Prakashan"

and it operates to provide Christian literature and literacy materials for the
Nepalese. No Christian publishing house
would be allowed within Nepal itself,
which prohibits proselytizing.
Mr. Thapa was born in Mirik, a small
village in the Darjeeling Hills. As a
young student he gained some experience in organizing and teaching literacy
classes. After completing his college education in Darjeeling he spent four years
in apprenticeship in the press, and in
1966 he was appointed press manager.
Now as general manager Mr. Thapa
presides over an ambitious program of
publishing which includes textbooks on
general, scientific and mathematical subjects, children's books, news magazines
and newsletters, as well as primers and
special materials for adult basic education. •
[301]
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THE STORY O F THE CHRISTIA
The story has the quality of one of
those boy's books of a half century ago:
how a sickly booldsh lad educated at
home grew up to be a hard y mountaineer
and traveled the world developing literature schemes.
Charles Cranston Richards, O.B.E.
(Order of the British Empire), has just
completed a five-year stint as director of
the Christian Literature Fund, an ecumenical fund for all aspects of literature
development from writing to bookselling
in church-related organizations.
So successful was the 'i\Torld Council
of Churches-initiated plan to pool three
million dollars to develop indigenous
Christian literature in the Third World
that its sponsors have prevailed upon Mr.
Richards to help initiate a new Christian
Literature Development plan for the
next three years.
A quick-witted, quick-moving man
who walks with a cane since he received
an artificial hipbone a year ago, Charles
Richards operates out of Lausanne, Switzerland, where he has views of the distant soaring ranges he still hopes to climb
when his health and travel schedule
allow.
"I once thought of writing my autobiography and calling it 'No Rug on the
Floor: The Confessions of a Reluctant
Civil Servant,'" Mr. Richards told me in
a recent interview in Lausanne. Our conversation had begun at Kerk en Wereld
Institute in the Netherlands where we
were attending a conference on "ChurchCommunication-Development" with fifty
other Roman Catholic and Protestant
communicators. It continued on a Bight
from Amsterdam to Geneva on one of the
crisp days when the Alps are stretched
below in technicolor splendor.
Much of the success of the Christian
Literature Fund must be attributed to
the genius of Charles Richards for developing and implementing a world-wide
strategy. True, he had the will of the cooperating Christian literature agencies to
pool something like three million dollars
and an international committee of media
experts to guide him.
Key persons in the international committee have been Dr. Donald Black of
the Commission on Ecumenical Missions
and Relations of the United Presbyterian
Church, the committee's chairman, and
Dr. Doris Hess, communications official
for the World Division of the United
Methodist Church. Other decision
makers on the committee include the
42
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Rev. Emilio Castro, one of the younger
ecumenical leaders of the Protestant
Church in Latin America who was recently made president of the newly independent Methodist Church of Uruguay,
Mrs. Renuka Somasekehar of India, and
Robert Giesendorfer, television representati ve of the Evangelical (Lutheran)
Church in Germany.
In the area of scholarships the Christian Literature Fund has not been content with academic training in a university setting. For example, it has enabled :
A Buenos Aires writer to complete an
extensive work already published as
an appendix to the book, Contemporary Atheism.
A Roman Catholic priest in East Africa who is a poet to have faci lities for
editing and revising his poetry.
Another writer in East Africa to edit
his own work on the Holy Spirit
Church in Ukambani together wi th a
collection of his hymns.
A young Argentine pastor to write a
book of current theological thought for
students and young people.
A Latin American artist to receive
training in graphic techniques.
Poets, journalist, literacy worker, booksellers, artists, theologians, and editors
are among the men and women who have
been trained. In addition, major projects
such as distribution schemes in South
America and West Pakistan, a central
purchasing operation in Iran, a new
bookstore in India and wholesale distribution center in Japan, seminars on writing, distribution experiments have been
founded.
In the electronic era of the McLuhan
global village, does the book have a
place? Definitely, thinks Charles Richards, but he sees the printed word as
something to be used in a total ministry
of communication and is in close touch
with the World Association of Christian
Communication, the international organization which heretofore has been
stronger on the broadcasting than the
print side.
Training, writing, publishing, printing,
bookselling, periodicals, news services,
literature evangelism, literature for readers with new reading skills or little education-all of this is part of the development dimension of Christian Literature.
It will also seek cooperation with national and international agencies, especially
UNESCO, "with the object of achieving
its primary goals and to the extent this

can be done without comprom1smg its
Christian mission or subordinating its
basic purpose."
Charles Richards has developed a few
guiding principles in his more than three
decades in the publishing business. One
of these is that the people in the area
know best what they need and will read.
He reminisces about his early experiences in putting out African magazines
and the change from indifference to ready
acceptance on the part of readers when
Africans began selecting pretty girls for
covers and determining content. Another
is that creation of materials matters little without proper planning for use.
Among the surveys which have been
funded or conducted by CLF are a
Christian Literature Survey of Kenya
and Tanza nia; a literature survey for the
Christian Council of Ghana; a survey of
literature development possibilities in the
Southwest Pacific by C. G. Richards and
Dr. Doris Hess, director for the World
Division of the United Methodist Board
of Missions; Christian Literature Production and Distribution in the Near East
by Mr. Richards,' Research on Christian
Literature in Brazil ; a Manpower Survey
on behalf of the National Christian
Council of India; and the Christian Literature Service Association, a study of
China; Chinese Christian Publishing in
Southeast Asia and another Chinese readership survey in that area.
One result of these surveys is that
literacy and writing courses are being offered for the first time to New Guineans,
under the direction of a U.S. Presbyterian
missionary, Glen Bays.
Mr. Richards learned the need for
careful planning early. Perhaps his rockscrambling as he calls his mountaineering activities taught him the need for
foresight as well as courage. In 1935
while he was engaged in antiquarian
bookselling (among his impressive collection of books is a King James 1611 edition of the Bible and Dr. Johnson's mammoth two-volume dictionary) , young
Charles Richards, then 27, came in from
a tennis game to find an older Anglican
priest friend waiting to invite him to
Afri ca. Although he was a keen Christian of the evangelical wing of the Anglican Church and had given some
thought to reading for orders, young
Richards was happy in his bookish profession and certainly had never planned
for a career in Africa.
But he responded to the call to go to
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ITERATURE FUND
Keny to develop publi hing and book
distributing for the hurch Missionary
Soci ty, an Anglican mission society. He
was engaged in thi work for a dozen
years until 1947 when he wa appointed
Advi er on Llteratur for Africans to the
Govemm nt of Ea t Africa, a post made
pos ibl by an arrangement with CM .
In 1948 he w s tran ferr d by arrangem nt with M to the Briti h 0 ers as
Civil ervice as dir tor of the East African Lit r ture Bur u, a service of the
East Africa High Commi ion, later mor
accurat ly titled th East African Common rvice Organization. The purpose
of thi department wa to encourage and
as ist Afri n participation in the development of literature for Africa.
Having trained Africans for every
level of employm nt in the bureau by
1963, Chari Richards r tired to take up
a post with Oxford University to build
up an East African branch of the press.
"'This I would still be doing but in
196.5, I was invited to become director of
th n wly et up Christian Literature
Fund," Mr. Richards recalls. It was a job
he couldn't tum down though leaving
Africa was a wrench for him and his

...
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Mr. Richards (right ) chats with Dr. Donald
Black af CO EM AR.

wife, the former Elizabeth Mary Matheson, a Scot who taught mathematics
and later Latin in Kenya high schools.
His three daughters were grown up and
there were no compelling personal reasons other than his great affection for his
work and his adopted African home to
keep him from accepting the job.
The tall Anglican layman with wideranging experiences in every phase of
literatUre from conception to distribution was obviously the man for the newly
created job. His governmental and secular book publishing experience plus his
lifelong passion for the development of
Christian literature made him a natural

choice. He has produced two U ESCO
handbooks on popular reading materials
for adults.
Author of numerous books on East African history and on explorers, he has
translated into Swahili historical and devotional books and been on the Swahili
Bible Translation Committee. He was
founder member and life member of the
Kenya History Society as well as president and life member of the Mountain
lub of K nya and founder member of
Kenya's first non-racial social club, the
United Kenya Club.
One of the most impressive of Richards' accomplishments during his stint
with the East African governments was
to produce a book a week in one of the
28 languages over a p riod of fifteen
years. He worked to get other firms-not
the governments themselves-engaged
in the publishing process.
The mandate of th Christian literature Fund expires on June 30, 1970. The
new agency for hristian Literature Development will come into being with a
joint working committee to make financial grants in accordance with the new
mandate and to examine plans of the
co-operating literature agencies to coordinate what is done in the field of
Christian literature production and distribution. This joint working Committee
is an addition to the CLD's Committee
of 25 persons. It recognizes that the bulk
of the three million dollars Christian literature agencies spend annually on various projects is still not used ecumenically. Much such national work will continue from bases in orth America and
Europe but the difference is that there
will be an ecumenical forum where plans
will be shared and submitted to scrutiny
of those who have set a global strategy
in literature.
Crucial to the first phase has been
the ability and experience of one man to
operate globally without many of the
trappings of bureaucracy. The mobility
and agility have been iffiportant. The
next phase of Christian literature development will test the willingness of
the agencies in the developed countries
to commit their time, talents, and money
to effective global strategy for all their
endeavors. That there are now throughout the world capable men and women
in Asia, Africa, and Latin America willing to make decisions about communications strategy is one of the considerable
achievements of the last five years.

HOW TO SPEND

by Betty Thompson

.---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - WINDOW ON THE UNITED NATIONS
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The "boob tube," the "idiot box," the
"babysitter"-however you characterize
the TV-it's not going to go away.
In fact, it may in time demolish our
most fundam ental and sacred ritualsgoing to school, going to work, going to
conferences.
If that sounds like fantasy, we have it
on the authority of one of today's most
reliable seers and fantasy verifiers, Arthur
C. Clarke.
Mr. Clarke is chief among the !ares
and penates of science-fiction buffs and
space and under ea scientists. It was this
space-age da Vinci who thought up the
idea of artificial space satellites before
Sputnik appeared, and who has since
been exploring the universe from star top
to ea bottom and spinning out his prophecies and adventures in books, articles
and lectures.
And if he says, as he did last December
in Paris before U ESCO's meeting of
broadcasters, tele-communication engineers, educators, and operators of
space satellite systems from 60 countrie , that "all future generations will be
reared by three parents," you'd better
believe it.
The three? Mother, father-and the
TV.
'We now have a discontinuity in
human history," Mr. Clarke told the experts, as reported in U ESCO Features.
"For the first time there is a generation
that knows more than its parents, and
television is at least partly responsible
for this state of affairs.
"The television antenna swaying precariously above the slum-dweller's shack
is a true sign of our times, and there is
profound significance in the fact that
during the riots and similar disturbances
one of the first targets of looters is the
color TV set in the store window. What
the book was to a tiny minority in earlier
ages, the television set has now come to
be for all the world."
TV broadcasting from far loftier levels
than the Ed Sullivan Theater piqued the
thought of Arthur Clarke back in 1945
when he was a radar officer in the Royal
Air Force.
"Twelve years before the first Sputnik
started beeping," he writes in I Remember Babylon ("The Year's Best S-F,"
Dell, June 1962 ), "it occurred to me that
an artificial satellite would be a wonderful place for a television transmitter,
since a station several thousand miles in
altitude could broadcast to half the
globe. I wrote up the idea the week after
Hiroshima, proposing a network of relay

satellites 22,000 miles above the equator; cem in heaven-satellites as on earth.
at this height, they'd take exactly one day Especially when comsat programs
to complete a revolution, and so would beamed directly to home receivers are
remain fixed over the same spot on the not too far in the fu tu re.
Earth .. . today the idea of communicaIn his address to the meeting,
tion satellites [comsats ] is so common- UNESCO Director-General Rene Maheu
place that no one knows its origin."
said, "It is only seven years since the first
( He notes, however, that it's on record communication satellite was launched,
in a report, Th e N ext T en Y ears in Space, yet, although direct communication sysissued by the House of Representatives tems will probably not come into use
Committee on Astronautics and Space, until 1980, it already appears to be techthat he, Arthur Clarke, originated the nically feasi ble by 1975 or even sooner to
idea.)
operate satellites that would beam proMr. Clarke drew this Biblical analogy grams from any point on the globe to
for delegates at UNESCO's space com- home receivers."
munications meeting:
Calling a comsat "no more than a
"Whether or not one takes it literally, 'mirror in the sky' reflecting b ack to
the myth of the Tower of Babel has an earth what it receives," M. Maheu
extraordinary relevance for our age. Be- added, "It does not relieve us of any infore that time, accord ing to the Book tellectual effort in preparing the content
of Genesis (and indeed according to of the messages both on earth and in
some anthropologists) the human race space, and the very cost of the satellite
spoke with a single tongue. That time makes better planning, better prep .. ramay never come again , but the time will tion and better execution of transmission
come--through the impact of comsats essential.
_:_when there will be two or three world
"Above all," he emphasized, "commulanguages which all men will share.
nication satellites make international co"Far higher than the misguided archi- operation essential, since without it space
tects of the Tower of Babel even could
have imagined--36,000 kilometres above The Earth as seen fr om a communications
the equator-the rocket and communica- satellite.
tions engineers are about to undo the
curse that was then inflicted upon our
ancestors."
He stressed, "Sooner or later we must
achieve a world in which every human
being can communicate directly with
every other, because all men will speak,
or at least understand, a handful of basic
languages. The children of the future
are going to learn several languages
from that third parent in the comer of
the livingroom."
Noting also the potential of educational radio programs, "when high quality
global transmission becomes possible,"
Mr. Clarke nevertheless pointed to one of
television's distinct advantages: its ability to transcend to some extent the language problem.
"I would like to see the development,"
he said, "by the Walt Disney studios or
some similar organizations, of visual educational programs which do' not depend
on language, but only upon sight, plus
sound effects. I feel certain that a great
deal can be done in this direction, and
it is essential that such research be initiated as soon as possible, because it may
take much longer to develop appropriate
pro gr~ m s than the equipment to receive
them.
Program content-as nagging a con-

communication would be doomed to
anarchy and impotence."
Three major questions confronted the
delegates. What kind of international arrangements must be made to promote the
free flow of infonnation (news, educational broadcasting, cultural transmission)? What about legal protection
against unauthorized
transmissions?
How weigh relative values and allocate
frequencies for education, science, and
culture?
Broadcasters at the meeting asked
UNESCO's help in strengthening the
practical working arrangements already
in effect for program exchanges-such
as those responsible for bringing telecasts of man's first steps on the moon to
one quarter of the people on earth .
Comsats are at present point-to-point
satellites. These will be followed soon
by transmission to community receivers
which will enable satellites to extend the
new techniques of tele-education to the
most remote parts of a country.
Quotes from address by Rene Mah eu,
Unesco director-general, at Unesco's
Space Communications Meeting, Paris,
December 1969.
Spiro's Shadow Cast in Space?
"The most important of the complex problems is probably that of ensuring proper balance in the news
transmitted by satellite throughout the
world. Too often news broadcasts reflect solely the concerns of the major
transmitting centers .. . . There's increasing danger that a single course of
information and a single view of
events may swamp that diversity of
cultural inspiration which . . . safeguards both the richness and the freedom of the human spirit. It was to
counter this formidable danger that,
in 1961, the United Nations General
Assembly proclaimed the principle of
free access to space communication,
since 'communication by means of
satellites should be available to the
nations of the world as soon as practicable on a global nondiscriminatory
. "'
b asIS.
0

0

"The technical necessity for a global
organization of arrangements for the
Bow of information should very probably help us, in practice, to get over
the traditional conflict between the
ideologies of freedom and responsibility, on which all previous efforts
have foundered."
"The increased range and flexibility
afforded by satellite communication,
combined with new methods of educational television, seem likely to provide a solution to some of the problems facing the developing countries
46
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in such matters as the general provision of educational fa cilities, mass
literacy work, or life-long adult education.
Dr. Clarke foresaw a time "when any
student or scholar anywh ere on earth
will be able to tune in to a course in any
subject that interests him, at any level of
difficulty he desires. Thousands of educational programs will be broadcast simultaneously . on different frequencies, so
that any individual will be able to proceed at his own rate, and at his own
convenience, through the subject of his
choice."
He estimated th at a few billion dollars
a year could provide a global EDSAT
system (educational comsat broadcasts)
"which could drag this whole planet out
of ignorance . ...
"This is why the forthcoming experimental use of direct broadcast EDSA TS
in India in 1972 [expected to bring satellite-relayed educational television to receivers in widely scattered parts of the
country J is of such interest and importance. We should wish it every success,
for even if it is only a primitive prototype, it may herald the global edu cational system of the future."
UNESCO has conducted studies for
similar projects in Pakistan, and in Brazil
and several other South American countries.
In Mr. Clarke's view of the future,
barriers will melt away b etween home
and school, home and uni versity ("for
in a sense the whole world may become
one academy of learning"), even b etween home and place of work.
"During the next decade," he said,
"we will see coming into the home a general purpose communications console
comprising TV screen, camera, microphone, computer keyboard and hardcopy readout device. Through this anyone will be able to be in touch with any
one other person similarly equipped . As
a result, for an ever-increasing number
of people-in fact, virtually everyone of
the executive level and above-almost
all travel for business will b ecome unnecessary.
"Recently, a limited number of th e executives of the Westinghouse Corporation, who were provided with primitive
fore-runn ers of this device, promptly
found that their traveling decreased b y
20 percent.
"This, I am convinced , is how we are
going to solve the traffic problem-and
thus, indirectly, the problem of air pollution. More and more, the sloga n of the

we like it or even wish to, is "laying the
foundation of the fii:st global society."
He made another startling prophecy:
"Within another lifetime, this will not
be the only world, and that fact will have
profound psychological impact upon all
humanity. We have seen in this annu.s
mirabilis of 1969 the imprint of man's
first footstep on the moon.
"Before the end of this century, we
will experience the only other event of
comparable significance in the foreseeable future.
"Before I tell you what it is, ask yourselves what you would have thought of
the moon landing, thirty years ago. Well,
before another thirty have passed, we
will see its inevitable successor-the
birth of the first human child on another
world, and the beginning of the real
colonization of space. When there are
men who do not look on Earth as home,
then the men of Earth will find themselves drawing closer together. •
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THE NEW ENGLISH BIBLE, New
York, 1970: Oxford and Cambridge
University Presses, $9.95.
It was not planned this way, but it is
most appropriate that an outstanding and
completely new translation of the Bible
should appear in a year in which the mission
emphasis is "How the Word Gets Around."
The ew English Bible may be the publishing event of the decade. Its appearance
in March of this year was the culmination
of twenty-four years of planning and work,
entirely by British scholars. The New Testament of the EB appeared in 1961 and has
sold seven million copies.
Already The ew English Bible has received wide acclaim . Professor James
Sanders, a Presbyterian Old Testament
scholar at Union Theological Seminary, says,
"This is undoubtedly the best available
translation of the Bible into English as of
this date." Father John L. McKenzie, S.J.,
of thll University of otre Dame, has voiced
his praise of the new Bible as an accurate
translation of the original. Rabbi Samuel
Sandrnel, of Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati, say the NEB succeeds better than
any other English Bible in "being a literary
work as well as a superb reflection of the
meaning of the original." And United Methodist Bishop Gerald Kennedy of Los Angeles says, "This translation gives a man
the sense that the language of the Holy
Spirit is after all the language of lean and
lucid English." In an unprecedented action,
the Book-of-the-Month Club has made the
new Bible a Spring Selection. A Bible has
never before been offered by the Club.
Inevitably the new Bible will be compared to other versions.
The Revised Standard Version of the New
Testament appeared the year planning began on the
EB ( 1964) , and the Old
Testament and Aprocrypha followed. So the
EB is not intended as an improvement of
the RSV. Moreover, the RSV was simply a
new version of the Authorized ( 1611) and
Revised (1881) versions. But the EB is
an entirely new translation from the most
ancient Greek and Hebrew texts.
The only recent translation which might
be considered "competition" for the EB is
Th e Jerusalem Bible, which appeared in
1966 and was a wholly new translation from
original texts. That Bible was based on the
work of French scholars at Jerusalem's Ecole
Biblique, and the French edition was quite
successful in French-speaking countries.
The English of the Jerusalem Bible has been
well received and is probably no less felici-

tous than that of the New English Bible.
Like the NEB, the Jerusalem Bible tries to
differentiate between prose passages and
hymns or poetry. The style of both is lively
without being faddish .
The Jerusalem Bible is a better study
Bible than the NEB, but its long footnotes
are sometimes doctrinal and unenlightening. Also, the Jerusalem Bible costs more
than the NEB and is a bulky book to carry.
Some scholars claim the Old Testament of
the Jerusalem Bible relies too much on the
Septuagint (Greek ) and not enough on the
Hebrew.
The secret of the smooth literary style of
The New English Bible is in the method of
translation. Throughout the painstaking
work, teams of literary experts, with no particular expertise in the Biblical languages,
worked with the translators. Writing for the
Book of the Month Club, Professor Gilbert
Highet of Columbia University said, "It is
the first time I have ever read the Bible for
hours at a time, without pausing every few
minutes to ponder over an obscure locution
or a vague and cloudy sentence, and puzzle
vainly, and move on in discouragement.
This translation is what all translations must
be first, and most essentially: a triumph of
clarity."
Each reviewer of the EB enjoys finding
his own favorite examples of this clarity
(or non-clarity) , in both familiar and unfami liar sections of scripture.
The
ew English Bible translation of
Genesis 27 :46 (to pick one of the less immortal verses) has a thoroughly believable
Rebecca saying to Isaac: "I am weary to
death of Hittite women! If Jacob marries a
Hittite woman like those who live here, my
life will not be worth living."
The translators say they "tried to keep
their language as close to current usage as
possible, whi le avoiding words and phrases
likely soon to become obsolete." One example of this might be Ps Im 41:7, which
brings home a point with a modem expression : "All who hate me whisper together
about me and love to make the worst of
everything."
Psalm 37 : 1 makes use of a modem Middle Eastern expression which this reviewer
is happy to see replace the RSV phrase. The
NEB has " . . . look well, and you will find
their place is empty."
Like the Jerusalem Bible, the NEB separates the two creation stories which begin
at Genesis 1: 1 and 2:4b. The Jerusalem
Bible labels them simply as "the first account" and "the second account." But the
EB's titles-"the creation of the world"
and "the beginnings of history"-are an unsuccessful attempt to harmonize the two
stories. Both translations, however, agree on
introducing the story of the Tower of Babel
( Genesis 11 ) with the phrase "Once upon a
time. . ." This reflects scholarly opinion
that the poetic story was never understood
literally by Biblical men .
Clarity these days means shunning outdated euphemisms. Thus the NEB has, "She
was a very beautiful girl, and she took care

of the king and waited on him, but he had
no intercourse with her." (I Kings 1:4) .
The homosexual references associated with
the city of Sodom (Genesis 19 :5 ) are also
more explicit. The RSV had the verb "to
know" in these cases.
The New English Bible is published in
several editions. A three-volume library edition has the Old Testament ( $8.95) , the
Apocrpyha ($4.95) and the New Testament ($5.95) . There are two single volume
editions of the entire New English Bible,
one with the Apocrypha ($9.95) and one
without ( $8.95) .
This reviewer recommends getting the
Bible with the Apocrypha. Otherwise one
will miss such potent aphorisms as this from
Ecclesiasticus 25:20 : "It is as easy for an
old man to climb a sand-dune as for a quiet
husband to live with a nagging wi fe."
C.E .B.
THE INF ORM ATION WAR, by D ale
Minor. New York, 1970: Hawthorn
Books, 212 pages, $6.95.
This title and its subtitle, "How the government and the press manipulate, censor
and distort the news," may be a sligh t exaggeration-tug-of-war among government,
press and public might be a better phrase-but the book itself is an important chronicle
of recent developments that stand in the
way of the free Bow of information. Concerned citizens in crisis times need to know
the facts , and this short volume is exceedingly instructive concerning the impediments that block the path between the public and the facts.
Censorship is one of these impediments,
and beginning with the episode of the Bay
of Pigs Mr. Minor carefully documents the
repeated ways government at every level
stems the Bow of news. When not censoring,
he says, they are spending about $400,000,000 a year "to propagandize the electora te"
and otherwise put the best light possible on
government policy and behavior.
Government is not the only object of Mr.
Minor's critique. The media themselves, organized for profit, trending toward monopoly and otherwise trapped in their own
traditions, frequently censor themselves,
fake stories, create pseudo-events- in sum,
contribute to the Bow of misinformation.
The most frightening aspect of the information war concerns the public's desire
to deceive itself. This is also the most original insight of the book. The public did not
really want to hear about the Mylai massacre. It did not believe (studies have
shown) what it saw on the screen from Chicago during the Democratic convention of
summer 1968. The media are under continuous public assault from all directions
for being too white oriented, too black conscious, too Eastern liberal, too establishment,
too reactionary-in all, too unbelievable.
This loss of credibility with the public
puts the media in major difficulty, perhaps
the whole society as well . "People in general," Mr. Minor writes, "want the press to
tell it like they think it should be." When

the stereotypes and expectations are upset
b y the facts, it is the fac ts that are wrong
and the bearers of bad news who are at
fault. The author goes on :
"It may b e that the American people
themselves are growin g weary of democracy.
Such a reaction to turbulent, uncertain tim es
and seemingly insurmountable p roblems is
not without historical precedent. If such is
the case, a growing suspicion of and impatience with the institution of the free press
would very likely be an early warning
symptom."
Mr. Minor nowhere mentions another
weapon that the government has in its information war with the media. That is the
power of the courts to subpoena reporters'
notes and tapes and to punish with contempt convictions those who refuse to cooperate. Perhaps the current outbreak of
cases using and abusing this power came
too late for Mr. Minor's deadline. Here is
another relevant example of the government's standing in the way of the free flow
of information.
Mr. Minor is a writer and reporter who
has covered the major stories of our time-from Sehna to Vietnam. He was a correspondent, program director and station
manager for radio station WBAI, the controversial Pacifica radio outlet in New York.
His accounts of WBAI's struggles with the
Federal Communications Commission are
personal, detailed and among the most engrossing dramas in this book.
One reads the volume with some amazement that the American people are as well
informed as they are.
RICHARD T. BAKER
IMAG E AND IMPACT, by William F.
Fore. New York, 1970: Friendship
Press, 109 p ages, $1.50.
To those of us who enjoy a quiet evening
watching television, browsing through the
newspaper or taking in a movie this book
comes as a new challenge.
What is man? is a question we all ask
from time to time. Some of the answers are
as close as our T .V. set, our newspaper or
movie theater.
This book is an examination, as the subtitle says, of "How man comes through in
the Mass Media." An examination of the impact the mass media has on our lives, the
images it creates of man and his environment.
Mr. Fore, as a Christian, points out that
technology is a part of God's creation. God
has always spoken through whatever channels are current and in use. Today this indudes the mass media.
As a communicator he shows us the great
effect the media has on the way we live and
think as it washes over us every day. It can
open us up to the reality of who we are as
people and what our world is, or cut us off
from this reality with false images. (False
as in where the good guy always wins--or
false as in prime time comedy) Chapter 3
compares the biblical image of man with the
images presented by the media-which
[308]
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im ages often clash .
The central third of the b ook is an examination of the Christian understandin g
and the media's image and effect on man's
freedom , his humanity, his values, and his
relations w ith people and his world .
The book also looks at violence, race and
politics as found m ainly on T .V. Mr. F ore
even suggests a '1aw ." "The openness of a
society is directly proportioned to the openness and accessibility of its Mass Media of
communication."
This book is as current as tomorrow's
Nielson rating and will assist readers in a
very concrete way to evaluate, from a Christian point of view, the mass of the media
which surrounds them . The reader is constantly urged to be critical instead of absorbing media spongelike. Questions are listed
for program evaluation. A study of Mr.
Fore's book shows there are specific things
we can do to assert control, as people with
identity and integrity, over the mass media .
" By understanding media , we can become
their master rather than their slave."
JANET GALLOWAY
MAN, MEDIA AND THE MESSAGE,
by Merrill R. Abbey. New York, 1970:
Friendship Press, 156 pages, $1.75.
MAN, MEDIA AND THE MESSAGE
starts right off with man. Mr. Abbey points
the reader at once to the fact that the word
gets around best on a person to person basis.
He shows that this is God's method and
should still be ours. The book emphasizes
that in all aspects of communication the
person and his need must be the center of
attention. The people of God have a message which must be shared, a message of
love and reconciliation which has to be
brought to this broken world. The author
also shows us that to be authentic the message must be concerned with the whole
person and include fellowship and service.
This is the best part of the book.
A detailed study (that seemed to this reviewer at times to be ahnost overly detailed
and therefore uncommunicative) is made of
the many steps included in the process of
true communication between persons which
leads us to the fact that communication is
not as simple as it seems.
Perhaps the most important part of the
book is the central chapter on "feedback"
(listening to a response) . The church is
learning that feedback has to be heard since
it plays a key note "not only in the church's
transmission of its message but in sharpening its perception of what the message is."
As individuals too, we have been too anxious
about ourselves to listen to feedback. "Real
communication depends on the ability to
feel what another feels, see what he sees-."
The reader is made aware of the importance of faithful stewardship of the mass
media since it is such a powerful tool.
There is an interesting summary of the
church's involvement with radio in this
country and abroad and the more recent
concern with fihn, T .V. and training of
Christian Communicators . There is a whole

chapter devoted to the cheaper media of
the written word .
Questions remain unanswered about the
content and style of much religious communications material , especially in regard
to Church Short W ave Radio broadcasts
overseas. Also, very little is asked in the
book ab out the way the church should go in
the future or about what is being done now .
The book will no doubt be useful for
tradition al church study groups that are
interested in a wrap up of the current
church communication story.
J.C.
HOPE IN THE WORLD by Wesley C.
Baker. Philadelphia, 1970: Weshninster Press; 160 pages (paper), $2.65.
Ours is a world where "everything is in
revolution" and to many people and institutions the future seems dark, unpredictable,
uncontrollable, with new problems arising
on every side. Yet the author of this volume
- an offi cer of the Commission on Ecumenical Mission and Relations of the United
Presbyterian Church-finds throughout the
Book of Acts and Epistles that many of the
same frustrations and problems confronted
the early Christian church, that the Epistles
were written to strengthen believers to press
on in the hope and faith of overcoming, and
that the church, its institutions, and its peo-

ple lived and grew through turmoil and opposition. He finds especially in Revelation
the key to the mystery of contemporary life

-hope in our day-hope and the assurance
of our future.
"This story ( of the early Church) fascinates me," says the author, "not only because it is truth and demonstrable beyond
the Christian bias, but because I can't help
looking at these days, with their frightening
power confucts and monumental inhumane
injustices. . . . We may have had nearly
twenty centuries' more experience at the
Christian life, but when our backs are
against that cold stone wall, we cry for the
very same assurances, spit out the same
kinds of resentments, and find it easy to
have the same general cynicisms."
The hope which was deep within the
spirit of the Christians-now affirmed in
retrospect-is implicit in the Christian faith
today, the author believes.
"It's really a rather exciting time to be
alive," concludes Dr. Baker. "Everything,
but everything is up for grabs, and no institution, including your church and your
family, is impregnably secure. But, as
(Harvey G.) Cox asserts, 'When all else is
said and done, the church is a people who
celebrate and hope .. .. If people around
us think this is a little crazy it will not be
the first time the followers of Christ have
been marked down as fools.' "
W . W. REID
Richard T. Baker, a former staff member of
WoRLD OvTLOOK , is Associate Dean of the
Columbia University School of Journalism.
Janet Calloway, now housewife, was a missionary in India in the area of communications.
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Part of the feel of minion today is communicated through sound, posters,
and other means of communication beside the printed page. Although
this is the first we of audio in new/WORLD OUTLOOK, subscribers to
new will remember audio aa one of that publication's most distinctive
features. More audio will be coming your way in future issues of new/
WORLD OUTLOOK.

Part of the feel of mi&rion today ia communicated through sound, po.ters,
and other means of communication beaide the printed page. Although
thia ia the first use of audio in new /WORLD OUTLOOK, subscribers to
new will remember audio as one of that publication's most distinctive
features. MOf'e audio will be coming your way in future issues of new/
WORLD OUTLOOK.
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NEW ISSUES FACED BY
GENERAL CONFERENCE
Even before it began, the 1970 General
Conference of the United Methodist Church
was different from any other. It ended differently too.
The five-day special session (April 20-24 )
was called by some "the conference nobody
wanted," and there had been attempts to
call it off as unnecessary. But, after meeting
some of the major challenges it faced , the
conference ended with many reports uncompleted, because too few for a quorum
"wanted" to stay, out of the 950 delegates.
Such an end had not occurred for over a
century.
The purpose for which the conference
was called-largely structural questions
growing out of church union in 1968-had
been largely resolved before the conference
opened, but there were new issues-race,
poverty, which came to dominate this meeting.
The pre-session atmosphere was one of
rumors and fears , few of which were borne
out. Its color was not just the usual dress
of many lands, but a larger cross-section of
black-red-brown-yellow Americans, plus
colorfully dressed youth.
It was a conference that listened intently
and then attempted- too timidly for some
and too forcefull y for others- to answer
challenges set by itself two years earlier in
the quadrennial emphasis on reconciliation.
As the session approached, the challenges
were reinforced by the growing and insistent voices of many minorities across the
land.
Major action of the packed five days was
a $23 million two-year package to support
minority self-determination and black higher
education. This was the answer, wrought
out through peaceful confrontation, negotiation and long hours of committee work, to
the recommendations made by the Black
Methodists for Church Renewal (BMCR ),
largest of the church's ethnic caucuses.
The package approved on the fina l afternoon consisted of $2 million each in 1971
and 1972 for minority self-determination efforts, directed through the Commission on
Religion and Race; $4 million each year to
be sought through special efforts for operation of the 12 black colleges of the church ;
$500,000 each year for scholarships for minority studen ts ; accum ulation from present
chur'ch reserves of a $10 million fund for
student loans . All are to be accomplished
within the church.
This answer followed a dramatic Tues52
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A 17-year-old member of the Black Egyptians of East St . Louis, Mr . Frank Smith,
tells the 950 delegates to the General Conference that he has a "brand new image of the
cross" because of the Fund for Reconciliation, a twenty-million-dollar fund to reconcile racial, economic and age groups. "All power to the Methodist people," exclaim ed. Mr . Smith.
He received a resounding ovation of support when he said, apologetically, "I don't speak
too well but I speak from the heart."

A publication
o help you do your
art in freeing
. .6 million people
Africa, alone. It is money like this
that gives Africa's racist rulers
their strength .
You , as an individual , can 't change
the hearts or minds of these officials.
But you can weaken their hold by
forcing Congress and the busin ess
community to cut America's political
and economic ties with them and
their governments.
You ' ll find out how to go about it in
Southern Africa: A Time for Change,
a Friendship Press publication .
And you ' ll get the up-to-date information you need to support your
opinion.
Here are just a few of the twenty-two
intriguing articles :

;outhern Africa: A Time for Change
s a penetrating new publication that
Jives you the latest facts and
igures, incisive quotes and absorbng opinions about five nations of
;outhern Africa and their
'ppressors.
3ut it doesn 't stop there! Southern
Urica also gives a step-by-step
olan of action that individuals,
~hurch and school groups, civic
Jrganizations and Black Studies
oarticipants can use to make their
voices heard where they count-in
the halls of Congress and the board
rooms of the 260 American
corporations who do business with
the southern African countries .

ith,
What does business have to do
the with it? Everything . America has an
ra· $800 million investment in South
ith.
~ak

" Roots of Revolt" by
Edward W. Brooke
" What God Hath Joined Togeth er"
by William R. Frye
" A Revolution Almost Forgotten"
by John Marcum
" Colonialism and the UN "
by Mahmoud Mestiri
" The Ar ithmetic of Viol ence"
by A. C. Forrest
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Each of the articles is illustrated
with photographs or drawings.
At the beginning of the section on
each country, you 'll find a ch art
that shows at a glance th e type of
qovernment, population , languages,
and major exports , and at the
back of the magazine, the re is a
helpful , full-page map of the
southern African nations. In
addition , there is a basic resou rce
list of books, articl es, United Nations
documents, magazines, newsl etters
and films on the five countries that
makes Southern Africa : A Time for
Change an extremely valuab le
educational tool for churches,
schools and Black Studies program s
of all kinds.
Today, take your first step towards
freeing southern Africa 's milli ons.
Use the coupon below to order
copies of Southern Africa: A Time
for Change. Sale price $1 .95.

----,

Service Center
United Methodist Board of Missions
7820 Reading Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45237
Please send me :
____ -copies of Southern Africa: A Time for Change @ $1 .95
per copy. Remittance should accompany order. Make your check
or money order payable to Service Center.
Name
Pl ea se print

Address
City
6 170

State

Zip
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The Methodist Hymnal is much more
than a song book.
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The Revised Methodist Hymnal can help increase congregational participation in more ways than one. In addi tion to the wide selection of music-new and old- this
hymnal includes representative texts; basic general services; scriptural sentences, prayers, and service music in
the Order of Worship ; and improved indexing presented
so that everyone can take an active part in services.
To further effective use of The Methodist Hymnal Cokesbury offers three valuable audio-visuals which explain
and stimulate using the hymnal to its fullest advantage.
Make sure there are enough copies for everyone-order
now from your Cokesbury Regional Service Center.

THE METHODIST HYMNALPEW EDITIONS
Printed in clear, easy-to-read type, the pew edition is
available in liturgical red or liturgical purple cloth bindings. The front and spine of the cover are stamped-the
purple edition in pink and gold and the red edition in gold.
AP-230. Purple binding
Each, $3.00
AP-231. Red binding
Each, $3.00

RELATED AUDIO-VISUALS
THE SACRAMENT OF THE LORD'S SUPPER OR
HOLY COMMUNION
An interpretation of the complete communion service as
it appears in the revised edition of The Methodist Hymnal.
A booklet, Choral Edition, The Lord's Supper or Holy
Communion, and 33 1/ 3 rpm monaural record . (GI) $3 .50

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE NEW METHODIST
HYMNAL
For use in studying the revised hymnal-its history and
content. 33 1/ 3 rpm record with booklet. (GI)

$3.50

USINC THE METHODIST HYMNAL
This filmstrip emphasizes use of The Methodi6t Hymnal
in the choir, congregation, church school classes, and
home. 35mm color filmstrip, 88 frames , with 33 1/ 3 rpm
record and leader's guide. (GI)
$5.95
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_ _ AP-lJO. Purple. @ $1 .00 ea.
P-lJI . Rod ,@ $3 .00 ea .
Ret.td A11di• · Vhuah :
_ _ The Sacrament of the Lord '• Supper (il $J .SO ee.
_ _ An Introduction to the New Methodist Hymn•I 61 $J.SO H .
_ _ U1ln1 The Methodl1t Hynuul 61 $5.95 eoi .
_ _ Set(s ) of •II three .,Mllo-vl .... 11 ti> $11 .H H .
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day morning event which many considered
the turning point when BMCR's request to
"surround the conference in orderly witness" was granted , and some 300 persons,
both black and white, flied in to ring the
auditorium Boor, silently except for singin g,
"Oh, Freedom."
BMCR made a "call to repentance" to
the delegates that included a recommendation of at least $5,500,000 yearly to BMCR
for minority self-determination ; $5 million
from the Fund for Reconciliation ; $10 million for black colleges, and 30 per cent of
conference delegates to be blacks. The reconciliation and representation requests were
not granted.
For the first time, youth played a major
role in a General Conference, at fi rst as a
caucus and by widespread buttonholin g of
delegates to provide information and viewpoints, and then from seats granted for ten
non-voting participants. They gained the
right for a youth-dominated committee to
determine the distribution of the youthraised Youth Service Fund, form erly handled
by an all-adult group.
Action was completed on a constitutional
amendment granting a seat in the annual
conference to each conference youth president. Delegates also passed, subject to confirmation by annual conferences, amendments to eliminate an age-21 requirement
for conference members and to give each
district two youth members of annual conferenre.
The conference opened itself to both official and unofficial voices and views from
minorities, echoed the cry of "Viva Marcha"
from a Hispanic-American group, heard
criticism of the church for paternalism in
dealing with Indian-Americans, for tokenism in work with Asian-Americans and for
racism in relationships with black people.
All United Methodists were asked to join
in a thorough study of the plan of Union for
the Church of Christ Uniting, proposing to
merge nine Protestant denominations. The
action here implied neither approval nor
disapproval of any plan.
Another symptom of the ecumenical
temper was an attempt to overcome centuries of bad feeling between Protestants
and Catholics by asking for a reinterpretation of certain Articles of Religion. They
contain some harshly worded judgments as
to "Romish" practices regarding purgatory,
saints, celibacy and the use of Latin in liturgy.
The Doctrinal Study Commission suggested that these historic articles be interpreted "in consonance" with the church's
contemporary ecumenical insights.
Two other study commissions-on denominational structure and on social principles-also presented progress reports to
gain some response prior to final recommendations for the 1972 session.
In the traditional Episcopal Message, delivered by Bishop J. Gordon Howard,
Philadelphia, Pa., the Council of Bishops expressed their concern for the Vietnam war as "a fiasco which presently is

im possible to justify," for racism as a
plague whi ch affects us all," and for many
other current problems such as narcotics,
pollution, overpopulation, education and the
revolt against the "establishment."
T he weekend just prior to the official confe rence open ing was filled with a variety of
"caucus" events for representatives of a
wide range of interests-ethnic minorities,
renewalists, evangelicals and youth. Largest
of the affairs was a "Marathon" sponsored
by BMC R, United Methodists fo r Church
Renewal and the church Council on Youth
Ministries, which drew several hundred to
hear such speakers as Dr. Ralph D. Abernathy, president of Southern Christian
Leadership Conference; Sen. George McGovern of South Dakota and U.S. Rep. John
Brademas of Indiana.
Of visitors who arrived here early, 23
spent part of Sunday in jail on charges of
"disturbin g public worship" after attempts
had been made by some of them to speak
du ring a service at downtown Centenary
United Methodist Church.
Besides leaving a number of proposals unacted upon, the conference did take such
actions as these :
0
Schools-Use of churches as private
schools to preserve racially segregated education was decla red illegal.
0
Environment- With the widely observed "Earth Day" occurring during the
session, delegates p assed a youth-sponsored
resolution calling upon the church to recognize pollution "as an immediate crisis,"
urged strong controls on environmental pollution and insisted that "human rights of
the community take precedence over individual property rights."
0
Honors-A dinner feted Dr. Charles C.
Parlin of Englewood, N.J., as laym an, ecumenist and international leader, as directed
by the 1968 General Conference.
0
Meetings-A moratorium on many national assemblies for the next two years was
approved .
0
Voting-For the first time, electronic
methods were used to tally votes, in the
interes ts of accuracy and speed . The system
was tried first in votin g on four constitutional amendments alread y approved by
the annual conferences. Three of these-related to agreements with autonomous
churches, youth presidents, in annual conferences and a form er Evangelical United
Brethren annual conference in Canadapassed nearly unanimously, but the fourth ,
to allow the Council of Bishops to name
one of its members as a full-tim e secretary,
failed even to get a simple majority here.
0
Population-To renewed urging for
limitation of population growth, the conference added a call for removing abortion
from the criminal code and placing it under
medical practice regulations.
0
Militants-The conference expressed
confidence in the ability of church agencies
at all levels to relate to "so-called militant
groups with which they deal," rather than
adopting a detailed prohibition against giving funds to militant groups.

As the curtain fell, the new president of
the Council of Bishops, Bishop John Wesley
Lord of Washington, D. C., called the
church's reordering of its priorities a declaration that "faithfulness to mission is more
important than serving the demands of ecclesiastical structure, that human needs are
more important than institutional needs."

MISSIONARIES REPORT
CHANCE, SERVICE ABROAD
Church growth in Japan, a change in
m ission work in Sudan, political tensions in
Malaysia, service in Nepal and Kenyathese are but a few of the reports from missionaries overseas.
John Krummel, a United Methodist missionary in Japan , writes: "Statistics recently
released here reveal that church membership in Japan is at an all-time high. By the
end of 1968 it had reached 965,647 or 0.96
percent of the population. Although this
does not incl ude the non-church movement
of Christians which doubtless numbers at
least 100,000 it does include the Unitarian
Universalist Association, Watch Tower,
Morm ons, and other such semi-Christian
groups which total 86,508 members. Compared with 1965-67 the development in
1968 shows an upward tendency. Urban
areas have a higher percentage of Christians than do the rural areas."
From Sudan, Jerry and Sally Nichols,
United Presbyterian fraternal workers, report that "the American Mission in the
Sudan" is no longer. They now work directly
under the authority of the Sudan Presbytery,
which has assumed responsibility for the
direction of evangelism, schools, hostels and
other work. "One of the decisions which the
Church may well have to make," they write,
"is whether having American workers is a
hindrance to their outreach. Times have
changed and now, here in an Arab country,
we are unpopular. Not in a personal sense
to those who know us, but rather like a
Japanese trying to witness and work as a
Christian in America during World War II."
Mr. Nichols is a member of the faculty of
the Evangelical Sudanese Commercial High
School.
And from Malaysia, where racial riots
Oared up last summer, the Stanley Bainses,
United Methodist missionaries, write: "Although only a small section of the country
rioted, the total nation has suffered because
these incidents afforded the government the
excuse to put parliamentary rule and the
democratic process on cold storage." But
the Bainses, who are teaching in Kuching,
Sarawak, note "one good result" of a bad
situation : "Boniface Jarraw, an Iban candidate for the state legislature, has joined the
Bible T ranslation office as a full-time translator until elections are resumed at some
indefinite time in the future . . . . From his
long experience as a program assistant in
the Iban section of Radio Sarawak he
brings a sharp sensitivity of good Iban style
and idiomatic expression to the translation."
Paul and Mabel Wagner, United Methodist missionaries with the United Mission to
[315)
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steps toward modem treabnent and rehabilitation of leprosy or H ansen's pa tients. A
US-AID normal teachers' training school is
helping update curriculwn and methods. A
Methodist missionary is teaching basic agriculture to school boys and attacking grassroot agricultural problems. Sister Vreni, a
Swiss nurse, is training young men in the
Tibetan Camp in public an d personal health
measures. A blond Peace Corps boy is developing fish culture in the lakes. A SIL
( Swnmer Institute of Lin guistics, which is
associated with Wycliffe Bible translators )
couple are completing a detailed study of
the Gurung language. So we could continue.
In this land where conversion to the Christian faith has never been allowed, direct and
indirect witnessing to Jesus Chris t, the
never-never changin g One, is not bein g neglected ."
And in Kenya, Charles and May Hartwig, United Presbyterian fraternal workers,
report that the children's ward to the Presbyterian Church Hospital at Karatina, is
officially opened . The new ward, partially
fin anced by the $50 Million Fund, "has been
operatin g at near capacity for most of this
time, as the hospital continues to receive
record nwnbers of in-patients."
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ABC

" Start an A B C pre-school CENTE R in your
church. Increase finances, serve t he community.
Director-teacher train ing, operating procedures,
lesson p lans nrovi ded. I nqu ire:

belt Road, Glenn Dale, Maryland

10110 Green-

20769."

Nepal, convey a sense of excitemen t : "New
and exciting events are stirring in this nevernever Jandl And these happenings are very
down to earth. We stayed in a village house
related to the Nepali Adarsha Vidhyalaya,
a United Mission to Nepal-operated institution for a local managing committee, a
d.a ring and new venture of Christian mission. Incidentally, seven of the students are
"clean" boys from the Kokhana Leprosariwn from near Kathmandu. Just in recent
months His Majesty's Government is talcing
56
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Conspiracy charges against the Rev. William Sloane Coffin and writer Mitchell
Goodman have been form ally dropped by
the U.S. Justice Department.
They were among five men indicted in
1968, charged wi th counselin g violation of
Selective Service Acts. Four were convicted
but a district court of appeals threw out the
convictions of Dr. Benjamin Spock and
Michael Ferber, a Harvard graduate student.
On a motion by U.S. Attorney Herbert
Travers, Jud ge W. Arthur Garrity agreed
to d rop the charges.
According to the action filed by Mr.
Travers, "The government has carefull y
evaluated the physical evidence remaining
and the tes timony, together with the elimination of Dr. Benjamin Spock and Michael
Ferber as defendan ts does not warrant the
re-trial of Coffi n and Goodman."
The judge's decision brought to a close
one of the longest and mos t spectacular
legal proceedings in the course of the antiwar movement. The charges originated from
protests held in late 1967.

FR. PHILIP BERRIGAN
BEGINS PRISON TERM
F ather Philip R. Berrigan and D avid
E berhardt, arres ted in New York on fu gitive charges on April 22, were ordered back
to Baltimore to face federal prison terms.
Fr. Berrigan's brother, Fr. Daniel Berrigan,
while still a fu gitive appeared at a rock
festival in his honor at Cornell University.
Philip Berrigan and his companion were
seized by FBI men in the rectory of St.
Gregory the Great Catholic Church in
Ma nh attan. They were arrested three hours
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before they were to attend a peace service
at the church.
The 46-year-old priest and his 28-year-old
companion failed to show up on April 9 to
start serving their prison terms. Both had
been convicted and sentenced for destroying Selective Service records in Baltimore.
Father Berrigan faces a term of six years
and Mr. Eberhardt three yea rs. They were
among five participants in the draft records
incident. One of the others in the incident
was Father Daniel Berrigan , S.J.
(RNS )

U. S. CATHOLIC BISHOPS
CONDEMN ABORTION AS
" UNSPEAKABLE CRIME"
Abortion is an "unspeakable crime" and
recent successes in liberalizing age-old laws
restricting abortions are a "radical turn of
events" that is extremely regrettable, the
U.S. Catholic bishops declared at their
meeting in San Francisco recently.
The 200 prelates charged that the elimination of the restrictions on abortion "strip
the life of an innocent, unborn child" of the
legal protection due it.
"Moreover," said the bishops, "the absence of all legal restraint promotes the acceptance of abortion as a convenient way for
a woman to terminate the life of her child
and th~, responsibilities that she has as its
mother.
Tbe joint statement posed the question:
"Once we allow the taking of innocent human life in the earliest stages of its development for the sake of convenience, how can
we logically protect human life at any other
point, once that life becomes a burden?"
In their condemnation of what they described as "tampering with abortion laws"
by the various state governments, the
bishops termed the question of abortion "a
moral problem transcending any particular
sectarian approach."
(RNS)

U. METHODISTS CO ON RECORD
FAVORING LEGALIZED ABORTION
T he General Conference of the United
Methodist Church placed the denomination
on record as favoring legalized abortion and
voluntary sterihzation as a partial solution
to the world's population crisis.
The delegates adopted a resolution calling on the states to remove abortion from
their Criminal Codes and place it under
regulations relating to standard medical
practice.
A part of the resolution which triggered
long debate stated that "abortion would be
available only upon request of the person
most directly concerned."
The wife of a Minneapolis physician,
Mrs. John W. Gridley, said, after several
male delegates sought an amendment that
would have deleted the sentence from the
resolution, that she had observed that generally "it is men that defend the position
that one should not have the right of abortion ."
(RNS )

Where people eat
daily rice instead
of daily bread

THE SPRING
WIND
by Gladis De Pree
" A n i nti m ate p ict ure of
how a yo un g Ame rican
fami ly foun d a pl ace in
Hong Kong ... lea rn ed a
deeper meaning of Christian love. "
-ELISABETH ELLIOT

" Th e bes t book I've eve r
read o n w hat it means to
be a missionary."
- MY RA S COVEL

Line drawings by fa mes N. Howard.
$3 .95 at your bookselle r
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Stephen Olford
Pastor, Calvary Baptist Church

Invites You to Stay at the

~~1v4'
The Sa lisbury, ideally situated next to
Calvary Baptist Church , is just a few ste ps
from Carnegie Hall. Come and be our
guest. Combine your visit to New York
with worship .. . an experience in Christia n fellowshi p yo u will always remember.
Our ~ pa cious rooms are air-conditioned
for your comfort. TV and complime ntary
tea and coffee ·make you feel more " at
home."

~~~~

or write : Harold C. Gi bbons, Genera l Manager,
123 W. 57th St., New York, N.Y. 10019

2A11. 0Jd-Fa~ltio11.ed
~ummer
~ook_

cp;xtravagall,za !
Take advantage of new
titles, old fa vo rites, ou r special Grab Bag offer of 4
books for $ 1.00, a free book
w ith the purcha se of one a t
regular p ri ce .. . all dur ing
our Old Fash ioned Summe r
Book Extravaganza!
Write for free folder listi ng
titles of these devo tiona l
books and spec ial offers TODAY. Address

The Upper Room
1908 GRAND AVENUE
NASHVILLE. TENNESSEE 37203
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Thought-Full Books
I REMAIN UNVANQUISHED
Alice Armstrong Ward with A. Dudley Ward. As she faced
death from cancer, the author wrote the story of her struggle
and her spiritual triumph over pain and death . Her book
is a living testimony to the joy and beauty of life and to the
guiding power of God-who often works in ways not
understood or recognized. $5

BECAUSE IT'S HERE
Jane Merchant. Over 100 poems reflect the author's belief
that although man has traveled to the moon, the earth
remains the greatest source of wonder for most of usbecause it 's here . Her love of nature and her ability
to find beauty in the everyday make this an
inspiring collection. $3 .50

JOHN CELEBRATES THE GOSPEL
Ernest W . Saunders . Placing the Fourth Gospel in its proper
historical perspective of the first centuries A.O., this relevant
study guide assesses its unique contribution and the special
concerns of its author. Paper, $1 . 95

A BURDEN AND AN ACHE
Clarence McConkey. Poignant word-portraits tell the
story of life in the inner-city ghetto as seen by a minister.
He offers no cure-alls, only true-life stories that he
hopes will lead to thoughtful understanding. Paper, $1 .65

COMPANION TO THE BOOK OF WORSHIP
Ed. by William F. Dunkle, Jr. and Joseph D. Quillian, Jr .
Designed to explain the motivations, theology, and
practice of various forms of worship. Based on
the BOOK OF WORSHIP of The United
Methodist Church. $4 .50

OFF TO A GOOD START
Ada A. Ingram . Fifteen installation services written
especially for church groups offer a variety of
themes to choose from . Unusual challenges to
officers, unique themes, simple props, and detailed
instructions for conducting the services assure a
memorable installation. Paper, $. 95

THE STORY OF THE BIBLE
Walter Russell Bowie. This new edition of a
classic includes eight full -color Hammond maps
and a chronological table on the end-sheets.
Told with the sincerity and honesty of
an inspired Christian , these stories offer every
reader a better understanding of the
Bible. $5·.95

AT YOUR COKESBURY
BOOKSTORE

ABINGDON
PRESS
THE BOOK PUBLISHING
DEPARTMENT OF
THE METHODIST
PUBLISHING HOUSE
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There's one demonstration
even your parents
might join.
A demonstration
of your faith, your
church, your country.
..J...

You c1n d•monstr1I• 111 thru with f11gs from Cokesbury- the new United
Method ist f11g , the Christi1n fl1g , th• Un ited Stites fl1g . You un display
them on rctruts , in fellowship hours , during Youth Week- th e y ire appropriate .anywhe re .and .anytime you wish .
All three f11gs ire m1de of dur1ble nylon ~nd ire fringed . heh fl1g m1y
be purchased scp.1r.1tely or in .1 set that includes all accessorie s ne eded for
proper displ1y ing. And you hov• 1 choico of two sixes.
Fl1g purchu•s .,. • good group project, ind th• group could be your family ,
your church school class. or your swinginc youth set . Be the one to get
th ings sl1rt•d . Th•n . order the f11g or fl1gs you w1nt from the Cokesbury
Reg ional Se rvice Center serv ing you . If you live nc.ar one of the retail stores ,
cont1ct the ulcs people there . R•gion1I Servi« Centers ind stores 1re 111
list•d b•low .

ord •nd tassels . • pole. st.and, and
old aluminum cross (f. )000. S62 .70

4 1 3 It . • 5 1/z ft . 11•1•
Unoted Method1>t Flag EF - 307 . $40.00
United Methodist Flag Set Flag , gold
cord and tassels, 9' pole, sta nd a nd gold
aluminum cross (f. 3077 .
$76 .50

Chrostoan Flag EF - 20 1.
$20.00
Chr1st11n Fl.11 Set Flag , gold cOt'd and
t.ssels . e· pole _ stand and gold aluminum cross EF - 2001 .
S SS.60

Chrostoan Flag EF-208.
$28.00
Chnst1an Flag Se t Flag. gold cord a nd
tassels. 9' pole, stand and gold alu m inum cross EF - 2078 .
$65.00

$27 .50
UM<d States Flail EF - 200.
United States Fla1 Set Fla1. cold cord
and tassels. 8' pcle, stand and gold
$64.50
aluminum eaale H - 2000.

Un ot•d States Flag EF - 207 .
$~0.00
United States Flag Set
Flag, gold
cord and tassels, 9' pole, stand a nd gold
aluminum eagle EF - 2077 .
$78 . 50

3 ft . • 5 It. 11.,.
Unit d M thod1>t Fl111 H - 300. $27 .50
United Methodist Fla& Set

v
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JOY, poster by Norman Laliberte ( American )
Norman Laliberte is most widely known for a series of 88 banners he designed for the Vatican Pavillion at the
New Yor k World 's Fair, but is also accomplished in many areas of the graphic arts, including poster-making, book
design and the construction of wooden images. This poster, using quotes from the Psalms, is one of a series of
three, Miss ion, Peace and Joy, that Mr. Laliberte has recently designed .

